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Samvydav document reveals fate Oksana Meshko pens appeal
of Rivne oblast church
on behalf off her son
HELSINKI — A samvydav docu, ment detailing the futile efforts of the
villagers of Khynochi, Rivne oblast, to
prevent local civil authorities from
shutting down their church and a
bureaucratic struggle which spanned 11
years and culminated in the razing of
the church, was recently released here
by the Smoloskyp Ukrainian Infor
mation Service.
Friction between villagers and local
party officials first developed in 1963,
when the church, which also served the
faithful in the neighboring villages of
Stepanhorod and Radyzhve. was orde' ' red to close. The nearest church was in
the village of Voronky. . іve kilometers
away and some distance from existing
bus routes.
Tne church committee, made up of
20 parishioners," first learifed?ol fhe
closing when it tried to pay the pre
scribed yearly tax, which the authorities
`es^refused to accept. The decision to close
the church had already been made by
civil administrators and the parish
priest. In a breach of procedure, they
did not consult with trie church commit
tee, which is empowered by law to
participate in official discussions pertai
ning to religious and church matters.
Ignoring vehement protests by the
church committee, the village council
padlocked the church doors and placed
the icons in storage. Moreover, the
secretary of the council vowed that the
church "would never'reopen during his
tenure.
Faced with a renitant village council,
representatives of the church committee
traveled to Kiev to meet with authorized
representatives of the office of religious
affairs in Ukraine. Officials assured the
group that the matter of the church
closing would be taken up by the oblast
executive committee in Rivne, and

hinted that the committee would rule in
the church committee's favor. They
promised an expeditious response to the
church committee's recommendations.
In the meantime, the issue was also
taken up by the village council, which
allowed only three-,church committee
representatives to participate in its
hearings on the question. The council
upheld its original decision to close the
church, overruling objections by the
committee members thatafmalresolution
could not be reached before the oblast
executive committee had ruled on the
matter.
І
The church committee members
returned to Moscow, but were unable to
meet with any officials for religious
affairs,
i. lit 1964, church committee members
ventured to Riyne to confer with the
oblast executive committee. They, were
told that the decision to close the church
must have been made by the church
committee itself, and therefore, there
was little point in discussing the need to
reopen it. Once again, the question got
bogged down in official wrangling, and
the issue remained unresolved and the
church remained closed.
In 1972, nine years after the initial
decision to close'the church, the villa
gers, unhappy about what they percei
ved as official stonewalling in the face of
their demands, painted the outside of
the church blue in an effort to call atten
tion to their demands that the church be
"reopened.
Following the incident, the head of
the local militia accompanied by a
representative of the regional executive
committee visitied Khynochi and laun
ched a full investigation of thepainting
of the church.
The following year, the secretary of
the regional executive committee out-

Oleksander Serhiyenko and his mother, Oksana Meshko
HELSINKI - O k s a n a Meshko has
written a letter in which she appeals on
behalf of her son, the political prisoner
Oleksander Sefhiyenko who has become
seriously ill while serving his sentence of
internal exile in the Khabarovsk Terri
tory. A copy of the letter has reached the
West, reports the Smoloskyp Ukrainian
Information Service.
The letter is addressed to: Minister
N.A. Shelokov of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs; Attorney-GeneraJ.
Rudenko, the Public Prosecutor and to
Minister Petrovsky of the Ministry of
Health.
In her letter Meshko expressed con
cern for the condition of her son who, in
violation of regulations concerning
exile, is serving his entire sentence, three
years of internal exile, on the border
zone in the Aiano-Maisk region of the
Khabarovsk Territory.

which a patient is accorded, remarks
Meshko.
It seems that because Serhiyenko
gave an unfavorable appraisal of Dr.
Leskov`s abilities, he was duely pena
lized by being sent to prison for 15 days,
confined in a ceil with a drunkaid.one M.
Rudiak, who beat Serhiyenko and
assaulted him with a knife. On October
11, on orders from the Ministry of
Interior, Serhiyenko was to be sent for
a medical examination to Khabarovsk.

In a letter dated November 28, 1979,
Meshko informs that upon Serhiyenko's return to Aian, he was transfered
from a clinic to a prison to complete the
remaining 13 days of confinement,
contrary to regulations.
In her letters Meshko refers to Serhiyenko`s first visit to the clinic at the
begining of his exile. The doctor who
examined Serhiyenko did not grant him
Meshko fears that although her son a leave of absence and diagnosed him as
being
in "good health."
has only served one year out of the three
year term, preparations are under way
(Continued on page 12)
Meshko seriously questions the cor
for a new "case" against him in order to rectness of this diagnosis, citing that her
extend terms of the sentence which he son was exiled after 7 years of forced
was given last year.
labor, noting that out of this number a
Meshko refers to the situation her son total of 5 years was actually spent in
found himself in August 1979. At this prison.
Furthermore, while in exile Ser
time, although seriously ill, he was not
The arrest of Rumachik is part of a given leave from work. The administra hiyenko was on a so-called dry rations
ELKHART. Ind. -^ Pyotr Vasilediet. For the length of the trip from
vich Rumachik, vice president of the renewed wave of": repression against tion of the establishment where he Ulan—Ude to Aian he was given three
independent Baptists of the Soviet Christian denominations in general.; worked duely preceded to dismiss him herrings; and then faced a 4-hour flight.
from work under article 33 of the Labor
Union, was arrested on August 5 in and the Baptist Church in particular.
He was in a state of exhaustion, extre
Code which pertains to malingerers.
Dnipropetrovske. according to the
mely pale and undernourished.
The medical report of the Aian clinic
International Representation for the
The number of independent Baptists
(Continued on page 12)
^Council of Evangelical Baptist Chur in prison has doubled over the past six dated August 13, writes Meshko, is not
months. Sources estimate that as many only important as a document but it is
ches of the Soviet Union, Inc.
-- Rumachik. 49. was previously impri as 70 independent Baptists are currently also valuable in that it exposes the
soned for II years for .his active serving sentences in Soviet prisons or - lawlessness which prevails and which is
participation in the Council of Evange labor camps for their religious convic specifically exemplified in the case of
Serhiyenko.
Ш Final part of an interview with
lical Baptist Churches of the Soviet tions.
The medical examination was con
Leonid Plyushch by Ika Koznarska
Union (CEBC). an independent Baptist
Casanova — page 3.
group which insists on the separation of
Georgi Vins. secretary for the CEBC ducted by a group of doctors-therapists,
church and state.
abroad and who represents the Soviet among them Leskov. Tzentzov and
Ш Dr. Roman Solchanyk reports
on Demographic problems in Ukrai
Since his release in 1977. Rumachik Baptists, has urged all Christians to Dehal who noted that the patient had
"symptoms
indicative
of
mental
distur
ne - page 7.
had been forced to continue his work unite in prayer for the persecuted
bance..." This is the type of treatment
with the council in secret:. . . л . , – . v . v believers in the Soviet Union. . .

Pyotr Rumachik, Baptist activist,
arrested in the Soviet Union
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Gleb Yakunin's wife allowed to visit
him in Lefortovo prison

Letter sheds new light
on Dudko confession

WHEATON. III. - Father Gleb
Yakunin's wife was allowed to see him
in Lefortovo prison where he has been
herd incommunicado since November
L. 1979.1 reports the Keston News Servece.
Father Yakunin.a Russian Orthodox
priest and founder-member of the
Christian Committee for the Defense of
Believers' Rights in the USSR, is facing
charges under Article 70 of the Criminal
Code of the RSFSR ("anti-Soviet
agitation and propaganda") which
carries a maximum penalty of 7 years
imprisonment followed by S years
internal exile.

' WHE-ATON. III. - In an open letter
to Patriarch Pimen. the head of the
Russian Orthodox Church. Father
Dmitri Dudko. the activist priest who
was arrested January 15. once again
admitted to being guilty before the
Church and the State, according to the
Keston News Service.

At the meeting with his wife Father
Gleb seemed to be in reasonably good
physical condition, but an alarming
factor is that mentally he appeared
somewhat divorced from reality. He did
not once ask about their children or
other matters of family importance,
according to Mrs. Yakunin.
Prison officials have told Mrs. Yaku
nin that her husband is now once again
eligible to receive parcels from home on
a weekly basis: a privilege which was
revoked in June 1980 as punishment for
"bad behavior."
Keston News also reported that
Father Gleb's defense lawyer, Popov,
has defended a number of dissidents in

Gleb Yakunin
the past, and has the reputation of being
a man of intergrtiy in dissident circles.
The date of the trial is not yet known.
The statutory period for pre-trial inves
tigation (9 months) expired on August
I. and Father Gleb cannot be subjected
to further interrogations without a
special dispensation from the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet, according to
Keston News. However, it is a welldocumented fact that in practice preli
minary investigations frequently exceed
9 months.

in which I found myself involved and
which I now" sincerely repent. God's
work is done meekly and quietly,
patiently and humbly, not in the way I
imagined."
Father Dudko also goes on to ask the
Patriarch's forgiveness, not only for his
"insults" to the Church, but also for his
lack of patriotism and respect for
authority.
"Forgive me for all my folly, all my
insults, for the sorrow I have caused you
as well as my spiritual children and all
believers — not to mention the shame I
have brought on my fatherland because
of my selfish ambition of which I myself
am now ashamed.
I want to specially stress that і did not
fulfill the gospel precept 'all power is
from God`. It is only now that I have
come to understand this properly. Yes.
in truth I am guilty before the Soviet
authorities, not merely before authority
as such, but before the authority under
which the. Patriarchate was restored,
when it had been abolished by Tsar
Peter I. who considered himself the
champion of Orthodoxy."
Father Dudko ends his letter to the
Patriarch: "Your holiness's humble
subordinate, who although unworthy of
the name of priest, nevertheless dares to
sign himself the unworthy priest.Dmit
ri Dudko."

The letter is dated June 5 and was
therefore written just over two weeks
prior to Father Dudko's startling "con
fession" on Moscow television on June
20. The letter is in an even more selfabasing tone than the television inter
view, raising doubts about its authenti
city.
In his letter Father Dudko is pain
fully eager to emphasize that his former
activities were the result of willful selfdeception and ambition.
"I needed great courage to admit this
but. thank God. I found enough strength
to do so. and now I am addressing your
holiness like a new-born child. My first
words to you are 'forgive me'. I tried to
instruct you. to tell you that you were
following the wrong path. But you were
following the right path, because your
predecessors also followed it. By travel
ling that road the Church has stood
fast and is carrying on its work while
another road would have ended in mere
sensation-seeking of political intrigue.

WCFU adopts resolutions concerning
Madrid Conference
TORONTO - Approximately 40
persons working in defense of human
rights on various committees throughout
the United States and Canada, took
part in the session of the Human Rights
Commission of the World Congress of
Free Ukrainians held here during the
14th plenary session of the WCFU on
July 27-28.
The session was chaired by Sen. Paul
Yuzyk. head of the Human Rights
Commission. After discussing various
vital details of defense — both of
individuals and nations — the session
approved resolutions, which in turn
were approved by the Secretariat of the
WCFU
The full text of the resolutions fol
lows:
e The WCFU Human Rights Com
mission and the external representation
of the Ukrainian Helsinki group will
coordinate the appearances of Ukraini
ans at the Madrid Conference to review
the compliance of the Helsinki accords.
e All human rights committees sen
ding representatives to the Madrid
Conference are working towards unity
of purpose. The committees will form
an operational group, which will divide
obligations according to preparations
for the conference.
" Every committee should send all
materials they have prepared for the
conference to the Human Rights Commision by July 31. The Human Rights
Commision will distribute these mate
rials to all interested groups for review.
" By the end of August, the Human
Rights Commission will prepare infor
mational materials for the world press
and distribute them to press agents on
Madrid.

religious, community and political
leaders as possible refer to their respec
tive governments with memorandums
based on the final acts of the Helsinki
Conference. They should especially
focus on the principles VII and VII.
Principle VII guarantees respect for
human rights and freedom including
freedom of thought, conscience and
religion: principle VIII guarantees
equal rights and the sovereignty of
nations. Tied in with principle VIII,
they should focus attention on the
colonization of Ukraine and the occu
pational government in the so-called
Ukrainian SSR. They should call for
the discussion of these matters at the
conference.
Theyfchould also request the release
of all religious and political prisoners, in
particular all members of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group. They should also ask
for the voiding of any laws in individual
nations which infringe on human rights.
" The Human Rights Commission is
turning to the heads of the Ukrainian
Churches with a proposition to orga
nize, in Madrid, ecumenical days or
religious manifestations, associated
with the beginning of the conference.
They should strive for the greatest
possible support from non-Ukrainian
church hierarchs.
" The Human Rights Commission
will try to organize a preparatory
committee in Madrid, which will take
care of technical matters pertaining to
Uki`ainian participation in the сопіе–
rence. It will set up appropriate contacts
with governmental officials and the
press.

They should concentrate their efforts
on the beginning of the conference (the
week of November 10). when world wide
e The' Human Rights Commission interest in information will be at its
recommends that as many Ukrainian peak.
r, ,-.-

U. S. Congress commemorates 22nd observance of captive nations week. L. to R.:
Hon. James C. Wright, Jr. (Texas), Majority Leader; Hon. John Brademas
(Indiana), Majority Whip; Mrs. Julia K. Dobriansky; Hon. Edward J. Patten (New
Jersey); Hon. William S. Broomfield (Michigan); Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky, UCCA
President; Hon. Thomas P. O'Neill, Speaker of the House; Hon. Samuel Stratton
(New York); Hon. John Moakley (Massachusetts); Hon. Silvio Conte
(Massachusetts); Rev. James D. Ford, Chaplain. In the ceremony, but late for the
photo were also the Hon. Christopher J. Dodd (Connecticut); Hon. Edward J.
Derwinski (Illinois); Hon. Mario Biaggi (New York) and Hon. Lucien N. Nedzi
(Michigan). Congressmen Derwinsky and Stratton led the commemoration in the
House.
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Leonid

Plyushch's appraisal

by Ika Koznarska Casanova
Part HI
This is the final segment of a three-part interview
with ijeonid and Tatyana Plyushch. The interview
covered a broad range of issues, dealing with such
current problems as the upcoming Madrid Conference, and the emergence of a women's movement in the
Soviet Union; and such quasi-perennial questions as
Ukrainian-Jewish relations, and the difficulty of the
Ukrainian national movement to elicit a favorable
response from the rest of the world.
Q: You have been in the West for several years now.
Asa participant observer, what is your appraisal of the
West, taking into consideration the interplay of
expectation, disillusionment and reality? What
aspects of Western reality have impressed you the
most?
A: If a comparison is drawn between the Soviet
Union and the West, then one can certainly speak of
the latter as representing the free world. Without the
comparison, however, one can be most critical of the
West.
I think that in its relations with the .West, the Soviet
U nion may be said to come out ahead mainly becauseof
the shortcomings of the West.
Consider the present situation of the Soviet Union.
Notwithstanding its severe economic, political and
spiritual crises, the Soviet Union undertakes outward
expansion and is successful. The country is at its
weakest, and yet it wins. The explanation has to be
sought in the failures of the West.
Capital, money are among the principal values of
the West. The West outrightly sells its own freedom
and that of other countries. It ignores the gulag; it
prefers not to see what is going on in Cambodia and
Vietnam. It would let Afghanistan go by unnoticed if it
did not realize the implications of such an act. All this
is done in order to secure favorable terms of trade
with the Soviet Union.
If one looks for...the. decisive factors affecting the
attitud^.oj the West! particularly the Etiro.peancoujntries.`fowards the boycott of the Olympic Games.
onei discerns narrow capitalist interests.
The shortsightedness of Western thought, economic
as well as political, gives reason to think that, in the
long run, the West loses out to the Soviet Union.
If one compares the press of the West with that of
the Soviet Union, then one has to say that freedom of
the press, feedom of speech and the right to demonstrate really do exist in the West. But how is this
freedom used?
I have had the opportunity to converse with many
young people in Europe of various political persuasions, of the right as well as the left, and I was surprised
to learn to what extent even young people restrict their
opportunities to be truly informed about events in the
world.
It is common practice to choose one paper and see
the world through its perspective. Even if the paper is
objective, it cannot possibly give the total picture. Tie
problem of a one-sided world view is most evident in`a
party-affiliated press. One notes, for example, that trie
French Communist Party's conception of the World at
large is just as distorted as that in the Soviet Union.
One reason Soviet propaganda is so effective here in
the West, is that people here have already given up
their freedom of being truly informed about most
issues.
The Soviet press is a press of total disinformation,
total lies and total unfreedon. As such it fortns the
basis for the whole power structure of the Soviet
Union.
Here in the West, this freedom is often conceived as
the license to lie, as freedom to misinform. Therefore,
once on limits oneself to one paper, this leads de facto
to a free choice of ignorance or lack of information
about certain issues.
Another thing which made an impression on me
in the West was the mythological thinking of a large
number of the population. This mythological thinking
has its basis in disinformation, in the manufacture of
the charisma of public figures, political and ideological fads. etc.
It is understandable that one will find all the shortcomings of the free press in the Ukrainian emigre press,
and to some extent, they may be said to be even more
pronounced than among the French, British and Americans.
For some reason, dissidents, especially those who
now find themselves in the West, have become a special target of the disinformation.
„
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of fhe West

One can even say that the more active the
Ukrainian emigration has become in its struggle for
human rights in Ukraine and in the Soviet Union in
general, the more the attacks against former dissidents
have been stepped up. These attacks take the form of
blatant lies — counting on uninformed readers — or of
half-truths, which are purposely misleading in their
information.
Each one of us, in his own way. wages the struggle
for human rights, for our friends who have been left
behind in the camps. Our professed aim is to conduct
an elucidative campaign among Americans, the
French, British and other people. Yet it seems
we are being attacked precisely for this. The actual
mistakes which each of us makes are frequently
exploited with this in mind. Clearly it is always possible
to find fault with us'. Each of us makes mistakes. He
who errs not, acts not.
Those mistakes, or frequently, verbal misunderstandings, are exploited and exaggerated with the
result that the attention of the entire Ukrainian
diaspora is turned against us, either personally or
against our work, thereby losing sight of something far
more essential for the U krainian diaspora as well as for
Ukraine itself.
If at least some of the energy which is expended .on
the slanderous campaign against (the External,
Representation) of the Ukrainian Helsinki Group
would be redirected towards working for the human
rights movement, then the Ukrainian emigration
could achieve substantial results.
Under the circumstances, we deem it best to ignore
the attacks against us and not let ourselves be drawn
into futile or often petty discussion.
Of course, during interviews or at public appear
ances we can fail to formulate some of our thoughts
precisely. The latest instance of this is the Katyn
declaration. If we lei ourselves be drawn into a
discussion about this matter, however, we will become
embroiled in endless controversy which will only
prevent us from doing constructive work. Before Katyn
there was the so-called political conception of Gen.
Petro Gtfigorenko; prior to this, there were still other
issues. Even when the critics are correct, and this is
not often, such discussion does not have a constructive
character.
Our primary concern is to conduct an elucidative
campaign, something which was extremely difficult to
do. especially for the last emigration, simply because
the West was not interested or did not want to know
the truth about the Soviet Union. At present the
conditions are much more favorable, and one can
bring up such issues as the nationalities problem in the
USSR and ot.her problems.
Instead of hindering us in this constructive work, I
think that there should be a concerted effort in helping
us and in supporting general actions, such as the act
concerning decolonialization.
In this context, 1 place great hope, on the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians which represents the
Ukrainian emigration as a whole, is informed and discerning, and is doing constructive work.

Leonid Plyushch

Communist in the sense of national communism
because Santiago Carrillo, secretary general of the
party, is well aware that, if the need arises and the
Soviets were to come to his aid, he would undergo the
fate of Dubchek, Amin and the other Afghan
communist leaders who have been executed.
It is the French Communist Party which probably
understands this the least. Georges Marchais`s
impudent statement after the invasion of Afghanistan
indicates that, even from the standpoint of national
communism, that is to say, independence from the
policies of the Kremlin, the French Communist Party
is not Euro-Communist. The exception would be the
so-called communist-dissidents, but they have no real
significance in the life of the communist party and are
merely material for press coverage. I think there are
even more dissidents in the Soviet Communist Party
than in the French Communist Party. Actually,
Marchais`s remarks effectively ended the myth of
Euro-Communism.
As for elements of national communism, one can
There remains a lot of constructive work to be done say that they are prominent in the Spanish Communist
in all areas: cultural, educational, political, social and Party, less so in the Italian Communist Party, and
religious.
even less in the French Communist Party which is the
Unfortunately, the Ukrainian emigration after the mostfinanciallydependent on Moscow. But generally,
awful experience which Ukraine underwent in the 20th one can say that Euro-Communism no longer has any
century, has un-learned, or never learned, how to meaning today.
conduct discussions on an appropriately high level, as
I must admit that I had some hopes for democratiis customary in the West, so that such dicussions do zation among the communist youth and workers after
not impede constructive work.
events such as the 20th Party Congress, the invasion of
Q: Can one still speak of Euro-Communism after Czecho-Slovakia, the appearance of Solzhenitsyn`s
"The Gulag Archipelago, 1918-1956," etc. which coud
the invasion of Afghanistan?
have opened the eyes of the young people. But again,
the French Communist Party's lack of response to
A: It seems to me that Euro-Communism, from its Marchais`s statement concerning the invasion of
beginning, was to a great extent a creation of the press Afghanistan indicates that the people who remain in
and of the mass media. In speaking of Euro- the Party simply refuse to think and remain imperCommunism, there was the confusion of three vious to facts.
completely different phenomena: new strategies and
The few individuals who can no longer bear the
forms of demagogy on the part of the party leaders: the communist party, those who become increasingly
concept of democratization of the various commu- aware of the truth, either leave or are thrown out of the
nist parties: and. the concept of national communism. party. In any case, they never exert any influence on
An ever increasing number of communist parties, the party.
especially after the invasion of Czecho-Slovakia, have
Q: The emergence of the so-called "new philosounderstood that their subservience to the Kremlin has
resulted in the loss of influence in their own countries. phers ` in France promised to be of relevance for
Western
intellectual thought and politics. What is
Furthermore, some of them have realized that they
may eventually suffer the fate of the Czecho-Slovakian vour appraisal of this phenomenon? /s this just a
typically French intellectual mode, a reaction to the
Communist Party.
In this respect I think that the Spanish Communist monopoly of Marxist ideology over French intellectu(ContiniKd on paf t 11)
Party is the one which appears to be most Euro-
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Canadian archives offer rare materials
on early immigrants

200 participate in Boston CN rally

Digest recalls Vinnytsia massacre

History of Ukrainian Evangelical
movement published

BOSTON - Over 200 persons parti
cipated in a rally held to commemorate
the 22nd observance of Captive Nations
OTTAWA - Canada's Public Ar Boston. These boxes eventually wound Week which was held here in front ofthe
chives has acquired over 100 boxes Tilled up in the Soviet embassy in Washing state capital building on Wednesday.
with "faded letters, brownish photo ton.
July 16.
When diplomatic relations between
graphs, tattered passports, torn birth
Speaking at the official opening,
certificates and formal records of the U.S. and the Soviet Union were Orest Shudliuk, chairman of the Cap
100.000 to 150.000 men and women of re-established in 1933. czarist sympa tive Nations committee, stated that the
Russian, Jewish and Finnish origin as thizers took the Canadian-Russian aim of the rally was to "show solidarity
well as those Doukhobor. Mennonite record boxes away and hid them from with all captive nations, and to renew
Estonian. Latvian, Lithuanian,Geor- snooping Soviet officials who might our support for all nations currently
gian, Armenian, Ukrainian, Polish and have Wanted to trace the immigrants to under Soviet Communist domination."
Rumanian people who came to Canada North America.
Following the invocation given by the
between 1910 and 1922. reported the
It has taken 47 years until last April to
Rev. Petro Ohirko, pastor of a local
Winnipeg Tribune.
recover them.
The Russian consuls kept accurate Ukrainian Catholic church, Massa
"People in such cities as Montreal.
chusetts Governor Edward King, who
Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary and Van information on everyone who commu had declared the week of July 13-19
couver, where many of these new nicated with them, their place of origin, Captive Nations Week in his state,
immigrants settled, may eventually be dates of arrival in Canada, places they delivered the keynote address.
able to seek out their roots at the Public settled, next of kin. education, property
Calling the captive nations exemplars
Archives, where the collection is to be and bank accounts since they often had
to act as legal advisers, defenders in of bravery and indefatigability, Gov.
fully catalogued over the next 18
court cases, trustees for estates, and King, citing the captive nations procla
months," said the Tribune.
Following, is an excerpt from the monitors for pension claims, land mation, concluded that true freeomand
world peace can only be achieved after
article, on the archives, which appeared grants and so on.
In doing so they demanded pictures the decolonization of the captive na
in the Winnipeg Tribune.
The basis of this collection was the of these immigrants and often of their tions and the disintegration of the
precise records kept by the heads of fathers and mothers, plus passports Soviet empire.
Gov. King added that the U.S. boy
czarist Russian consulates in Montreal. which'were never returned. The photos
cott of the Moscow Olympics provided
Vancouver and Halifax between about are remarkably well preserved.
a new awakening for the American
1910 and 1917, when the Russian Revo
The record boxes are Tilled with well- people about the government's commit
lution resulted in their closing.
used passports from Lithuania. Finland ment to linking human rights concerns
As diplomatic relations were broken and Romania and improvished ones
with Canada, the Canadian govern from the provincial governments of with the question of nationalrights.He
ment, faced with a heavy influx of Russia with visas from dozens of coun also noted that American leaders must
immigrants from war-torn Europe, tries these refugees had to cross to reach keep the inseparability of these concepts
in mind when formulating foreign
hired the Russian officials under special a haven in Canada.
policy, and pledge their support for the
Privy Council dispensation and put
them in the Canadian Immigration
The consulates also dealt with the sovereignty of all captive nations.
department to handle these newcomers problems of people who were caught in
Following the governor's remarks.
until 1922 when trade relations with the the ravages of war or served in the Donna Austras, a Lithuanian, read the
new Soviet Union were being negoti Canadian armed forces during the war. captive nations proclamation issued by
ated. They then resigned.
or even in those two strange post-war President Jimmy Carter, and Maria
The Russian consuls and their vice- expeditions, the Siberian Expeditio Walzer, a Ukrainian, read a list of the
consul in Halifax — who was a Cana nary Force and the Archangel Railway captive nations. Ayvars Oga, a Li
dian businessman, Harry Mathers — Brigade, which were intervening against thuanian, read the captive nations
then shipped the remaining records to the Bolsheviks who had seized power proclamation signed by Gov. King.
the Soviet consulates in New York and , from the czarist government..
Isabelle Rivera-Argules, representing
^^^^ййй^ййй^йіМіййайіііМіМіДиаііМійійй^

LONDON - The Soviet massacre of
15.000 Ukrainians in the town of Vin
nytsia in 1937-38 was the subject of an
article by Louis FitzGibbons which was
published in a recent issue of East-West
Digest.
The article, titled "Vinnytsia: The
Forgotten Forerunner of Katyn,"draws
a parallel between the Vinnytsia mas
sacre and the better -known Katyn
incident in which 15,000 Polish officers
were murdered by the Soviets in 1940,
but concludes that the former event has
been "obscured by time and other
tragedies."
The article provides a compelling and
graphic account of the massacre in
which NKVD members ruthlessly mur

dered, maimed and tortured inmates of
three Soviet prisons in the village. In
1943, an international commission,
similar to the one that was set up to
investigate the Katyn massacre, dis
covered that many of the bodies found
in the mass graves around the village
showed signs of mutilation, scars from
medical experiments and indications
that some ofthe victims had been buried
alive.
In the article, Mr. FitzGibbons con
cludes that "the horrible story of
Vinnytsia is far too little known," and
warns that, given the Soviet's proven
penchant for brutality, similar crimes
"could be happening now in Afghani
stan, and maybe tommorrow in Pakis
tan and Iran."

Soviet fashions flop

DUNWOODY. Ga. - The 622-page
"Outline of the H istory of the U krainian
Evangelical-Reformed Movement."
written by historian Dr. Alexander
Dombrowsky is now for sale at S20 per
copy.
The book, containing over 150 pho
tos, was published by the Ukrainian
Evangelical Alliance of North America
(UEA). It deals with the movement in
Canada, the United States and Western
Ukraine. Its purpose is to acquaint
Ukrainians with the religious and
national goals which inspired their
leaders to pioneer.
The historical committee ofthe UEA

the Cubans, read an excerpt from the
writings of American patriot Patrick
Henry dealing with concepts of interna
tional liberty.
Representatives of Ukrainian, Esto
nian. Latvian, Lithuanian, Cuban,
Hungarian and Afghan youth staged a
short dramatization of the plight of the
captive nations. The piece was narrated
by Don Meyer.
Among the participants in the rally
was a group of Ukrainian students from
the Harvard University summer pro
gram, who carried placards relating to
captive nations.
The observance of Captive Nations
Week in Massachusetts began on
Sunday. July 13 when Humbart Medairossa. Archbishop of Boston, called
on the parishes of his diocese to offer
special prayers on behalf of the captive
nations. A delegation from the local
UCCA branch met with the archbishop,
among them Conrad Husak (president),
the Rev. Ohirko. the Rev. Mykola
Hevmershytsky, Wolodymyr Tytka
(secretary) and Maria Walzer.
Information relevant to Captive
Nations Week as well as copies of the
proclamations issued by President
Carter and Gov. King were sent to the
local press, by the UCCA. A copy of the
UCCA brochure titled "Captive Na
tions: 1980" was also sent.
Stories concerning the captive na
tions observances appeared in The
Boston Globe, the Hyde Park Tribune,
the Dorchester Argess and other news
papers and magazines.
Preparations for the Boston Captive
nations observances were made by the
Captive Nations Committee, which
consisted of representatives from
UCCA, the American National Latvian
League, the Lithuanian American
Council, the Committee for a Free
Afghanistan and an information
committee on Cuba.

of North America responsible for
overseeing this publication from its
inception consisted of the following
members: the late Rev. J.R. Kovalevitch (chairman): pastors W.J. Winiawsky. W. Borowsky. and Messers. Wm
Bahrey, W. Jarowenko M. Kozak
(members); and J. Dragon (treasurer).
The Rev. W. Borowsky, editor of this
history, compiled the biographies ofthe
pioneers of this movement.
You may send your inquiries or order
to: Ukrainian Evangelical Alliance of
North America, 5610 Trowbridge Dr.
Dunwoody. Ga.. 30338.

Wayne State publishes book
on Detroit Ukrainians

PARIS - Fashion designs in the every design and changes the final
DETROIT - A 113-page booklet
USSR are planned, just the way far drawing.
titled "Ukrainians of Detroit" has been
ming and industry is. the Ukrainian
published by the Center for Urban
The management in the factories takes Studies at Wayne State University here.
fashion designer Vityo. told the French
liberties with the fabrics planned for the
magazine Jardin de Modes.
The booklet, third ofthe "Peopling of
clothing andsubstitutes less expensive Michigan" series, published by the
The Ministry of Light Industry formed goods of a lower quality.
center, was written by Myroslava
a bureau of aesthetics which develops a
Stefaniuk and Fred E. Dohrs. Series
Very often the designer does not editor is Malvina Hauk Aboni. Karen
"line" of fashion two years in advance to
actual marketing. Western influence is recognize his own creation once it L. Rutkowski is the cartographer.
obvious in drawings which the designers appears on the shelf.
prepare.
It includes a prologue titled "Who are
Vityo, who graduated from the Tech
But the journey from the designer's nical Institute in Moscow, is presently the Ukrainians?" and is divided into
table to. the stores is long and filled with living in Paris. He wishes to remain in chapters titled: History: The Land and
Paris because, in the west, no one will its People: Tides of Emigration; and
changes instituted by the middle men.
Ukrainians in Detroit. The epilogue is
The bureau of aesthetics discusses "fix" his designs or misuse his talent.
titled "Ukraine and Ukrainians Today."

The pamphlet was partially funded
by an ethnic heritage studies grant from
the department of Health Education
and Welfare.
The booklet is available for sale by
various Ukrainian churchesand organi
zations in the Detroit metropolitan area
or can be ordered directly by sending a
check for S6.00 (S5.00 for the booklet
and S1.00 for postage and handling) to:
Center for Urban Studies. Wayne State
University, 5229 Cass, Detroit, Michi
gan 48202. Attention: "Peopling of Mi
chigan" series.
Checks should be made payable to
Wavne State University.'
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United States strategy for the Madrid Conference
by Vasyl Markus
The latter continues to be the bone of !`:e ?c-`mitments undertaken. Also the their part. Ambassador Ridgeway
Five years after the Helsinki Final contention in the implementation of the Afgjian situation will markedly figure at emphasized the need for a common
Act of the Conference on Security and accords. The declaration on principles the November onference still the admi position among the Allies. This is not
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE).the VS. guiding relations between thirty-live nistration does not intend to present it only a tactical problem of coalition
building but it has fundamental signifi
government is actively engaged in participating states (all РЛкрчс^Я plus as an ultimatum.
formulating adequate strategy for the the Unites States and Canada) clearly staled: The same is true for the violation of cance too. Our position concerning the
upcoming review conference to be held "The participating states will respet human rights. 'But, again, if Madrid principles must be the same, although
at Madrid, starting November II. A human rights and fundamental freedom does not bring positive results in that differences in terms of emphasis are
very special audience was gathered on including the freedom of the thought, regard, the Western governments are desirable. Yet no one can count on
July 29 in the Dean Acheson audito conscience, religion or belief, for all prepared to continue their efforts disunity in the West when it comes to
rium of the State Department and in the without distinction as to race, sex. instead of shutting the door. Helsinki the principles. Also we ourselves must
appreciate the West European appre
East Room of the White House to mark language or religion."
accords should not be conceived as onethe fifth anniversary of signing the
Yet these freedoms are being denied shot act or solution. They are viewd as hensions and respect their points ofview.
Helsinki accords.
to a great extent in the Soviet bloc a continuous process. Belgrade and
Over two hundred representatives of countries. The jailing of over forty Madrid being only stages in the same
It is also important that the U.S.
non-governmental organizations, of members of the Helsinki monitoring process.
opens its own record of compliance to
ethinic and religious groups and of groups in the U.S.S.R., the reprisals
the
public scrutiny. Something has been
academic institutions were invited. against the Czecho-Slovak movement
Although the Washington meetings done along this line by the Congres
Individuals with the East European of Charter 77, the new wave of restric focused primarily on humanitarian and sional Helsinki Commision which has
background were highly visible. Our tions in Poland are only few examples human rights issues, the audience was released its fullest report July 31. It
foreign policy spokesmen enunciated which mar the forthcoming Helsinki reminded of other outstanding prob contains criticism of our own immi
the U.S. position on the accords and review conference at Madrid.
lems.Security, disarmement and gene gration policy, penitentiary system and
their implementation by the signatories.
But the real stumbling block to any ral easing of tensions are as important alleged police misconduct as contrary to
The group was addressed among others further progress in fostering European as the former. Someone has remarked the specific provisions of Helsinki Final
by Secretary of State Muskie, Ambas- security and cooperation has been the that a "balanced"approach between the Act.
sodor Goldberg. Dr. Brze/inski and Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, a fact "baskets" is needed. Also the view was
President Carter himself.
by which the Soviet leaders, in the voiced that a step-by-step approach to
President Carter has observed at the
Understandably, the issues of human words of President Carter, "dishonored the implementation of the accords
rights and the so-called Basket Three of the spirit of the Helsinki accords." might be preferable. Sometimes the White House ceremony that human
Helsinki accords were of great concern Partial sanctions imposed by the USA choice could be painful for the West rights constitute fundamental commit
to this kind of audience. Yet the reports and some of their allies did not accomp between "the undesirable and the intole ment of our foreign policy. This will be
so despite very slow progress and only
and policy statements covered a whole lish their objectives; they only lead to rable."
moderate achievements in this regard.
array of questions and aspects of the the deterioration of the East-West
Helsinki process.
relations.
However, the U.S and the Western When the Madrid conference opens on
November II. the Americans and the
The five year recordi in terms of
In view of this, some seriously doubt partners will be wise, warned Ambassa
implementation bv all the participants whether the Madrid conference will dor Goldberg, not to let themselves be world will know who will lead the
of the CSCE, is not the best one. The achieve more than Belgrade did. As a lured by some new vague proposals, for United States during the next four
first review conference at Belgrade in result, some quarters, domestic and instance, a suggested "conference on years. Carter's position on human rights
1977-1978 already signaled serious fail- foreign, counsel to deemphasize present military detente" which might detract and the Helsinki process is well known.
lures and frustrations. There the Krem difficulties, abstain from the name our attention from specific and practi That of other presidential pretenders is
lin and some of Warsaw Pact allies calling and concentrate on a few non- cal issues at hand. "Don't we have less obvious. Yet despite all partisan
refused to approach squarely and political issues. Others would prefer to enough fora — Geneva, Vienna, UN, and ideological differences and prefe
sincerely the implementation of human boycott the conference altogether in Soviet-American bilateral meetings — rences, there is something above and
beyond politics. It has been most aptly
rights provisions. They were more order to "teach the Kremlin a lesson." to discuss "military detente?"
expressed by Dr. Brzezeinski at the
interested in promoting Basket Two,
cooperation in the field of economy,
The administration rejects both vi
Secretary Muskie stated: "We are not same White House meeting, namely
science and technology, but reluctantly ews. It is rather determined to raise in a interested in cosmetics." The issues at that the human rights have become "a
discussed humanitarian issues, free flow frank and outright manner some speci hand must be approached frankly and genuine historical inevitability of our
of information, cultural exchange and fic, albeit sensitive issues and cases. Our constructively. Soviet leaders have to times." Let us nope that this message
foremostly the violation of fundamental delegation at Madrid will demand their agree to accomodation, and accomoda- will be heard and understood in the
freedoms in their countries.
rectification and strict compliance with tion means some concessions also on Eastern half of Europe.
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Kiev radio assails UCCA President Lev Dobriansky
by Dr. Walter Dushnyck
KIEV. - On July 26,1980 the official
Kiev radio in its transmission in the
Ukrainian language scathingly assailed
UCCA President Prof. Lev. E. Dob
riansky on th.e occasion of his appoint
ment by Republican party presidential
nominee Ronald Reagan to the staff of
his advisers on U.S. foreign and defense
policies.
In the broadcast an unannounced,
speaker stated:
"Among 67 advisers, chosen by the
candidate for the presidency of the
United States from the Republican
party Reagan, who in the process of the
pre-election campaign will be preoccu
pied with the problems of foreign and
defense policies, is the reserve colonel of
American military intelligence, the
chieftain of the anti-democratic Ukrai
nian Congress Committee of America
(UCC`A), known for its subversive,
including anti-American activity, scan
dalously famed Lev Dobriansky.
"What views on foreign policy and
defense problems does this newlv-baked
adviser understand? Briefly and openly
L. Dobriansky expressed himself on
these questions in his book. It must be
recognized, he wrote - that the United
States has the indisputable right to
conduct semi-military opertaions bey
ond the unstable policy of containment.
The United States, in the opinion of
Dobriansky. should deliver, without
hesitation and consideration, a preven
tive blow direced against the USSR and

other Socialist countries, as well as
those capitalist countries which do not
want to follow unconditionally the
mainstream of American policy. In the
newspaper The Ukrainian Weekly, for
instance, the UCCA chieftain categori
cally demanded of current U.S. presi
dent Carter, decisive actions against the
USSR. In all possible ways he also
blamed the United Nations for its
efforts for peace and security of peoples.
All his life — and he has already
finished 62 years — Dobriansky had
dedicated to the propaganda of racism
and hostility among the. nations. By
every step, action and declaration he
underscores his sympathy to military
criminal wrong-doers from the ranks of
former Hitlerite lackeys. It was under
his leaddership that in 1977 even a
defense fund was established for former
Hitlerites from the ranks of Ukrainian
nationalists. The protection for former
Hitlerite killers from the SS Division
"Galicia",the bandits from the so-called
Ukrainian Insurgent Army, the cut
throats from the batallions of "Nachtigal"and "Roland", the UCCA chieftain
calls a defense of the good Ukrainian
name. But there is no question of a good
name just of anyone, but the hides of his
colleagues-Hitlerites from the UCCA
that Dobriansky is trying to protect. In
exerting his efforts and the Gestapo,
.policemen and county commisssioners
who assisted Hitlarite occupiers to
impose the new order in Ukraine.
Dobriansky is lamenting for such his
subordinates in the UCCA as former

lackeys Billinsky Bazarko. Shankowsky
and Drazniowsky.

"How Colonel Dobriansky under
stands the external political needs of the
U.S.A. is attested to by his negative
attitude to the Soviet-American agree
ment concerning the strategic arms
limitations. Dobriansky and his cohorts
systematically are against any set
tlements of inter-state and international
problems through negotiations; they
popularize the cold war.
"It is easy to imagine what advice a
person who tries to strengthen such
views, may give and how dangerous for
the cause of peace, security of all
peoples, including the American peo
ple, is a policy in the formulation of
which are such persons as Dobriansky."

To offer Ukrainian
course in Winnipeg
WINNIPEG - An evening course,
Introductory Ukrainian, will be offered
during the 1980-81 school year at the
Ukrainian Cultural and Educational
Centre, 184 Alexander Ave., here. This
University of Manitoba credit course is
open to all.
The course opens Monday, Septem
ber 8, and continues each Monday and
Thursday, 7-9 p.m. until April.
Further information about thecourse
and registration is available by calling
(204) 474-9921 or 942-0218.

St Clement's concludes
summer program
ROME - The eleventh annual sum
mer courses at St. Clement's Ukrainian
Catholic University (YKY) ended here
on July 20 with a Divine Liturgy
celebrated in St. Sophia Cathedral.
During a ceremony, which took place
in the university lecture hall, the parting
words of Patriarch Josyf Slipyj were
read. In the name of the 15 students,
enrolled in the courses Irene Khalypa
voiced her thanks.
In conclusion, the Rev. Dr. I. Khoma
gave his blessing.
The year's courses concentrated on
the Princely Period in Ukraine.
Teaching these courses were: Rev.
Dr. O. Baran;-"Byzantine Art and the
Kievan Russ"; Dr. Y. Klymyshyn"Early Slavs"; Dr. Wasyl Lew-"Our
Literary Language"; Dr. Myroslaw
Labunka-"Chosen Questions From the
History of Kniasza Ukraine"; Dr.
Wasyl Markus "Socio-political and
Legal Thoughts in the Princely Period";
Dr. Bohdan Lonchyna-"Beginning
Italian"; Dr. Ihor Sonevytsky-"Music
in the Princely Period"; Dr. Maria
Ovcharenko-"Slovo о Polku Ihorevim
as Seen in Other Ukrainian Poets"; and
Dr. Yurij Fedoriw-"Christianity in the
Kniasza Doba."
Every student took final examina
tions in at least three of these courses
and was granted one credit per course.
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Ukrainian Weekly
Soviet destruction on churches
Recent reports concerning the destruction of churches in the Soviet
Union, particularly in the countryside, indicate a minatory intensification of
an official campaign to stamp out the vestiges of unsanctioned religious
expression. This development, coupled with the recent arrests of Baptists and
other believers outside the realm of the Russian Orthodox Church, also
betrays an element of fear on the part of the Soviet regime - the fear that even
a modicum of unbridled religious spirit and expression poses a serious threat
to the survival of the Soviet system.
With the attention of the West firmly focused on the issues of human and
political rights and the fate of imprisoned dissidents in the USSR, the grim
reality of religious persecution is frequently and regretably overlooked.
We as Ukrainians, who have witnessed the all but complete annihilation
of the Ukrainian Churches in the Soviet Uniorushould be intimately aware of
the vital link between national and religious spirit. It is therefore incumbent
upon our community, especially in light of the upcoming Madrid Conference,
to alert the U.S. government delegation to Madrid about the Soviet
government's continued persecution of religious leaders and bclieversand in
this way ensure that the issue be brought up during the talks.
We can not allow the latest Soviet atrocities against religious groups to
go uncontested. Our silence on this matter would only ensure that sometime
in the future, somewhere in the Soviet Union, villagers returning from the
fields will find their church in ruins or smoldering as a result of KGB arson.

Kudos for ABA
The American Bar Association deserves the Ukrainian community's
gratitude for demonstrating an astuteness worthy of emulation by other
professions in this and other countries of the free world.
The ABA. representing over 250.000 lawyers, passed a resolution at
its recent convention in Honolulu, Hawai. voicing deep conern over the fate of
their Ukrainian colleague by profession, Levko Lukianenko, who for the second
time in his life has been incarcerated by the Soviet authorities for defending
human and national rights of his and other people.
In a subsequent letter to the Ukrainian SSR`s procurator, ABA's president
Leonard Janofsky, adhering to due process and respect for legal norms that, one
would think bind all of civilized humanity, requested that the Soviet authorities
make public the official record of Lukianenko's trial and verdict and "allow an
attorney designated by a respected international human rights organization to
visit Mr. Lukianenko at his place of detention."
The ABA president's letter, however, makes no bones about the fact that
the documentation in its hands shows clearly that Lukianenko was arrested.
tried and sentenced under false charges, in which case the ABA urges that "he be
released immediately."
The American lawyers are not known for making unsubstantiated
statements, the jurisprudence of this country being what it is. They have had
plenty of time to study the case of Lukianenko thanks to attorney Myroslaw
Smorodsky and his group of young Ukrainian American lawyers who have
compiled reams of factual material on this gross abuse. The plight of
Lukianenko notwithstanding, the ABA was most meticulous in reviewing the
material on various committee levels before voting on it during the general
assembly session.
We feel that both the ABA and our lawyers have done their share and lived
up to their obligation to a colleague in need. They have called the Soviets on the
carpet. It is now Kiev's - or Moscow's to all intents and purposes — turn to
"show cause." as it were, or release the Ukrainian jurist.

letter to the editor.

Praise for the Plyushch series
Dear Editor:
Congratulations for a truly fine set of
interviews, namely, those with the
Plyushchs. All interviews depend so
much on the quality of the questions
posed. Yours were interesting, sub
stantive and. as was obvious from the
quality and length of the answers,
evocative.
I was particularly impressed by your
seccessful attempt to get Tatyana Plyushch
to talk about why. among all others

since World War II. the Ukrainian
liberation movement has so widely been
considered around the world to be a
discredited one. I was pleased that you
raised this issue because 1 have become
convinced that learning to come to grips
with it is the key to being able to
promote the Ukrainian question on any
serious and effective level.
Sincerely.
Bohdan Wytwycky
Newark. N.J.
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News ond views

Soviets skimS18 million a year
from Ontario wills, says daily
The article below appeared in the
July 25 issue of the Toronto Star. It was
written by Paul Dalby.
TORONTO - The Soviet govern
ment has found a loophole in Ontario
law that is allowing it to extract as much
as S18 million a year from the estates of
Soviet emigrants now living in this
province.
And these people - mainly Ukrai
nians, Lithuanians and Estonians and
all now Canadian citizens - are virtual
ly powerless to stop the USSR
liquidating their wills after they've died.
The Soviet embassy in Ottawa and its
Canadian lawyer Robert G. Price also
of Ottawa, is challenging about 30 wills
in Ontario every month. They win al
most every case.
Angry Ontario lawyers appointed to
execute these wills estimate the value of
each estate when turned into cash at the
Soviets' insistence is at least 550,000,
often more.
The Soviet authorities need only one
piece of paper to establish their claim to
an inheritance — a power of attorney
signed by a beneficiary in the Soviet
Union!
And a little-known section of the
Ontario Judicature Act, which regu
lates the province's court system, enab
les them to insist on having an estate
liquidated if necessary so that the
beneficiary may receive any entitlement
in cash.
Executors and their lawyers are left
defenseless, unable to ensure that the
money will reach the next-of-kin in the
USSR.
The section is unique in North Ameri
ca and was introduced half a centeury
ago to foster better relations with
foreign powers.
"The Soviets know a lot about these
cases and they move very quickly when
someone from the old country dies,"
"The Soviets know a lot about these
cases and they move very quickly when
someone from the old country dies,"
says Toronto lawyer Roy Kostuk, who
has been battling the Soviet authorities
for the past eight years.
"I don't know how they get their
information but I believe they keep
close surveillance of former Soviets
living in Ontario."
Many elderly Canadians of East
European stock seek to outflank the
Soviet authorities by directing the
1
executors of their wills to send regular
clothing parcels instead of cash to
r e l a t i v e s inside the U S S R .
But.the USSR, passed a law three
vears ago requiring citizens receiving
gift parcels to pay a lOOpercent tax levy.
This is in addition to another 100
percent duty that has to be prepaid at
the Canadian end by the excutors to a
Soviet state agence.
Simply, a S7 scarf, much sought after
in the USSR" wfli end up costing S21.
But the Soviet government is far
more interested in Canadian dollars,
and it's an odd concidence that so many
Soviet beneficiaries reject the offer of
gift parcels - which have huge black
market value inside the Soviet Union for cash.
It's easier to understand why Soviet
officials prefer this transaction.

On every cash sesttlement, 10 percent
is paid to the Canadian attorney,Mr.
Price; 10 percent is paid to Soviet
lawyers; 5 percent to local officials
for collecting the power-of-attorney
papersfrom the beneficiary. And then
there is a matter of special currency
exchange rate.
A Canadian buying roubles for his
Canadian dollar in Toronto would get
an exchange rate of about three roubles
to the dollar. But a Soviet beneficiary
has to pay the state S1.50 for every
rouble when he wishes to convert it back
in the USSR.
Ontario lawyers estimate a benefi
ciary inside the U.S.S.R. would be
lucky to receive one-tenth of the money
left to him in a Canadian will, after
paying state duties, taxes and fees if
indeed he gets it at all.
"What they tell us and what really
happens are two different things,"says
lawyer Mr. Kostuk." We are dealing
with a government we cannot trust."
Mr. Kostuk believes Soviet officials
can and do use pressures to obtain
powers of attorney from Soviet benefeficiaries.
"The slate controls not only your job
but housing, the right to travel,your
kid's entry into university.lt would be a
very brave person who .didn't sign a
power of attorney if told to by party
officials," he said.
Mr. Kostuk believes Soviet officials
can and do use pressure to obtain powers.
Mr. Kostuk and a group of Toronto
lawyers specializing in ethnic clients
met this month to draft a new type of
will that they hope will be more dif
ficult for the Soviets to overturn.
"But we won't know how good it is
until it's challenged in court,"Mr.
Kostuk said. "The onjy way to plug this
loophole is to change the law itself."
Action promised

Six months ago the lawyers and
leaders of the Soviet ethnic commu
nities in Ontario appealed to AttorneyGeneral Roy McMurtry to tighten
controls on appropration of estates.
So far there has been no action fr^om
Queen's Park but The Star has unco
vered, many cases of Soviet intervention
into Canadian wills in Ontario.
The cases of Albert Stals and Kostas
Bernotavicius are two examples.
Both came to Canada in 1952-53 in
the upheave! that swept Eastern Europe
after World War II - Mr. Stals from
Latvia and Mr. Bernotavicius via En
gland from Lithuania.
Mr. Stals left his estate divided
equally to three parties — the Associ
ation of World Free Latvians, his sister
in Latvia and a friend in Toronto.
Six months after his death, lawyer
Mr. Price, then based in Kirkland Lake,
sent a letter to the excutors of Mr.Stal's
will pointing out Mr. Stals had a wife in
the USSR and his will could not be dis
tributed as directed.
Newsofa wifestunned Mr.Stals'sexecutors. both close friends, because there
was no mention of wife or children on his
passport issued in Germany, his Cana
dian immgration papers or his income
tax returns. And Mr. Stals had never
mentioned a wife.
The Soviets' bid to claim a full third
of the Stals estate of 522,000 for his
Correction: In last week's issue, the date estranged wife under the Dependent's
of Stephen Kuropas` birth was incor Relief Act might have worked but for
rectly given as October 1,1980. It should one thing - Mr. Stals`s sister.
The sister, Olga Staltmanis, lived in
have read 1900.
the same city of Riga as the alleged wife,
-Ed.
'

(Continued on page 13)
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One of the major problems facing
Soviet policymakers has been the un
balanced demographic development of
the Soviet population - specifically,
the disparity in the growth rates of the
"European" (Slavic and Baltic) nation
alities on the one hand and the "nonEuropean" (Central Asian and Cauca
sian) nationalities on the other. Con
trasting rates of growth between the two
parts of the USSR have been a salient
feature of both the 1970 and 1979 Soviet
censuses. The results of the 1979 census
showed that, as in the period between
1959 and 1970, during the succeeding
nine years the rates of growth of the
three Slav and the three Baltic nation
alities were below the average for the
USSR as a whole, while those of the five
Central Asian nationalities were three
to four times the national average.1 This
disparity in the demographic structure
of the country has serious implications
for Soviet social, economic, and mili
tary policies and plays an important
role in the formation of Soviet nation
alities policy.2
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Demographic Problems
in Ukraine
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
the Party and government daily Radyans`ka Ukraine.5
Chuiko, who is a candidate of econo
mic sciences, was asked to comment on
letters from readers about family prob
lems. One reader from Kiev wrote that
initially she and her husband had
planned to have four children but that
after six years of marriage only little
Yurko had appeared on the scene. At
first, the obstacle to a larger family was
lack of living space; the couple had to
live with their parents. Later, after they
had been given an apartment of their
own, "material concerns" stood in the
way.

number of children, while almost all of
the couples over 25 limited themselves
to planning to have only one child.
According to Chuiko, in the category of
newlyweds who thought of,having three
children, those classified as workers
outnumbered employees — e.g., engi
neers and technicians - by two to one.
The follow-up study provided some
data on the major reasons why recently
married couples postponed their plans
to have children. Chuiko notes that
about 45 percent of the couples post
poned their second child, and some
times their first, until after they had
been given an apartment, acquired a
given speciality, concluded their educa
tional training, or were assured of
preschool facilities.
Chuiko concluded her interview by
stating that the forthcoming generation
to be as numerous as the current one,
the number of children per one hundred
families having children must equal.
"That is," argues the demographer, "a
two-to three-child family is necessary.
But under current conditions what we
need is the so-called expanded repro
duction of the population. This can be
attained by the three-to four-child
family."
The problem of low birth rates is
particularly significant for Ukraine in
terms of the local economy, especially
with respect to the dwindling labor
resources in the republic. At an allUnion scientific-practical conference on
the Socialist life style held in Kiev in
May, 1977, Feliks M. Rudich, head of
the science and educational institutions
department of the Ukrainian Party
Central Committee emphasized that
"(he scientific-technical revolution
poses greater demands on the reproduc
tion of the population and its compo
nent part — namely, labor resources."

Chuiko notes that such experiences
are fairly common and cities sociologi
cal data from a study conducted at the
Kiev Palace of Weddings. The study,
which encompassed a sample of 10,000
newlyweds, included inquiries about
proposed sizes of families and the
necessary prerequisites envisioned by
each couple.

The problem of low birth rates is
particularly acute among Ukrainians.
In the period between 1970 and 1979,
the Ukrainians registered the lowest
average annual growth rate of the three
Slav nationalities, and of the fifteen
nationalities of Union-republic status,
only the Estonians and the Latvians had
According to Chuiko, more than half
a lower rate of average annual growth of those questioned stated that they
that .the Ukrainians.3 Moreover, the wanted to have two children, while 13
percentage increase of the overall percent of the respondents indicated
population of the Ukrainian' SSR that they would limit themselves to one
between 1970 and 1979 was the lowest child. A follow-up study of the same
of the six non-Russian European repub sample conducted five years later,
lics (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Byelo however, showed that only less than 20
russia, Ukraine and Moldavia).
percent of the sample had had two
The concern over low birth rates in children. It also showed that the average
Ukraine was highlighted in an interview number of children per couple was 1.22.
with Lyubov V. Chuiko, a senior asso "U nfortunately," Chuiko says, "only an
ciate of the Department of Social and insignificant number had three or more
Economic Problems of Labor and children.'^
Demography in the Ukrainian Acade
my of Sciences Institute of Economics
and author of a study on marriages and
divorces in Ukraine.4 The interview,
entitled "How Many Children Should
We Have?," was recently published in

The initial study revealed that the
number of children desired varied
according to the age group and socioeconomic position of the newlyweds.
Those couples in the age group between
17 and 24 wanted to have the largest
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Rudich maintained that "the orienta
tion of the Soviet family towards
producing the necessary number of
children is, at the present time, an
important link in the formation of the
Socialist life style and in its future
development."7
More recently, a republican scienti
fic-practical conference in Khmelnitsky, devoted to the effective utilization
of labor resources, concluded: "Demo
graphic calculations indicate that al
ready in the very near future it will be
impossible for our economy to signifi
cantly increase the volume of produc
tion by drawing on additional labor
forces."1
One of the ways in which demo
graphers are hoping to resolve this
problem is to utilize a scientific ap
proach to the solution of various
family-related problems. According to
Chuiko, this is already being done in
Ukraine with the establishment of a
specialized institution known as the
"Family Service."
1
RL 123/80, "The National Composi
tion of the Population of the USSR Ac
cording to the Census of 1979," March 27.
1980, p. 3,
2
See Jeremy R. Azrael, "Emergent
Nationality Problems in the USSR," in
Jeremy R. Azrael (ed.), Soviet Nationality
Policies and Practices, New York, Praeger
Publishers, 1978, pp. 363-390.
' RL 123/80, o. 13.
4
L.V. Chuiki, Braki і razvody (Demograficheskoe issledovanie na primere Ukrainskoi RSR). Moscow, Statistika. 1975.
5
H. Kovtun, "Skil`ky maty ditei? Redaktsiinu poshtu komentuyc demohraf," Radyanska Ukraina. July 17, 1980.
6
Chuiko points out, however, that the
follow-up study was incomplete because not
all of those who were included in the original
sample responded while others could not be
reached.
7
F.M. Rudich. "Rot' nauki v razitii
sotisalisticheskogo obraza zhizni," in Sotsialisticheskii obraz zhizni і voprosy ideologicheskoi raboly. Pa materialam паисНі,о–
prakticheskoi konferentsii v Kieve (18-20
maya 1977 g.). Moscow, Izdatel`stvo Politicheskoi Literatury, 1977. p. 145.
8
"Efektyvno vykorystovuvaty trudovi
resursy," Robitnycha hazeta, April 25,1980.
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Ukrainian community leaders score
NBC on Polovchak coverage
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - In an attemp to rectify repeated media misre
presentation of Ukrainian affairs, two
leading Ukrainian community leaders
have written letters to NBC news
charging the network with misinform
ing viewers in their coverage of the case
of Walter Polovchak, the 12-year-old
Ukrainian who is currently embroiled in
a legal battle in an attempt to remain in
the United States.
Jaroslaw Bilocerkowycz, vice presi
dent of the Ukrainian Club of Washing
ton (State), Inc., and Andrew Durbak,
vice president of the Capital District
Council of UCCA, wrote letters to John
Chancellor, an anchorman on NBC
news, scoring him for calling the Polovchaks a family of Russians in the
network's nightly newscast on July 31.
Mr. Bilocerkowycz also wrote a letter
concerning the Polovchak case to The
Seattle Times, which was published in
the August 3 edition of the paper.
In his letter to NBC, Mr. Bilocerko
wycz stated that the terms Ukrainian
and Russian are by no means inter
changeable and that the 45 million
Ukrainians living under Soviet domina
tion constitute a distinct ethnic group
with their own language and culture.
"The mislabeling. or interchangeable
labeling, of Ukrainians as^ 'Russians'
offends Ukrainian Americans and

misinforms your broader viewership,"
he wrote NBC news.
Mr. Durbak also took strong excep
tion to the mislabeling, calling it a
blatant "error" on the part of the
network.
"Surely you would not call someone
from Ireland English just because both
countries belong to the United King
dom," Mr. Durbak wrote.
In his letter to the Seattle Times, Mr.
Bilocerkowycz criticized the American
Civil Liberaties Union for agreeing to
represent Walter Polovchak's parents in
their battle to gain custody of the child.
"How is it that an organization which
has traditionally defended and pro
moted children's rights versus parental
rights has suddenly and arbitrarily
decided to sacrifice Walter's rights and
liberties, particularly when the stakes
are so high," he wrote.
Mr. Bilocerkowycz also noted that
should Walter be forced to return to the
Soviet Union with his parents, he "will
be a marked person" who will never
have a chance at a higher education or a
employment.
He closed his letter by recalling this
country's abiding commitment to inter
national human rights. "If Walter is de
ported back to the Soviet Ukraine, mil
lions of people in this country and ab
road would question our real commit
ment to human rights and justice."

New Jersey Ukrainians form Reagan coalition
WOODBRIDGE, N.J. - Agroupof
Ukrainian Americans who support the
candidacy of Ronald Reagan for presi
dent formed the New Jersey Ukrainian
Coalition for Reagan (NJUCR) here
during a meeting of the New Jersey
Heritage Group Federation with Rea
gan campaign commitee members and
Republican Party activists.
The meeting was held June 28 at the
Hungarian Citizens'Club.
The Ukrainian coalition held its first
meeting on July 2 and adopted the
following statement of purpose.
' To mobilize the Ukrainian Ameri
can public for involvement in American
political life.

" To develop support and actively
promote understanding of the candi
date whose policies, ideas and commit
ments parallel the basic ethnic of the
Ukrainian American people: the sup
port of the Ukrainian right of selfdetermination, an active anti-com
munist stance, the strong defense of
freedom in America and the world.
The executive committee is compos
ed of: Iwan Prynada, chairman; Zenon
Onufryk. vice-chairman; Christina
Bytz, secretary; Michael Koziupa.
public relations and press.
For further information, please con
tact: lwan Prynada, 306 Washington
Ave., Carteret, N.J.; (201) 969-2065.

New Jersey Ukrainian Democrats meet
JERSEY CITY. N. J. - The Ukrai
nian Democrats of New Jersey voted to
lodge a strong protest against the Soviet
Union's imprisonment of Ukrainian
Helsinki watch members.
The resolution was dratted"at a mee
ting of 22 delegates representing Hud
son, Essex, Passaic and Union counties
held here on July 29 at the Ukrainian
Community Center to plan their stra
tegies for the near future.
The membership also urged the U.S.
delextion to the Madrid conference to
"take the Soviet Union to task for its
external as well as internal violations of
the Helsinki agreements."
President Joseph Lesawyer chaired

the meeting and reported briefly on his'
participation in the White House and
State Department conierences "concer
ning the upcoming Madrid Conference.
A general discussion was held on the
organization's participation in the
Democratic National Convention as
well as the presidential campaign.
Finalization of all activities will take
place at the.organization's next meeting
on August 19 at 7:30 p.m. at theUkrainian Community Center in Jersey
City.
The meeting was preceded by a movie
titled "The SALT Syndrome" which
was presented by T. Frapk M artyn from
Clifton. N.J.
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Storm fails to dampen
doubles tourney at Soyuzivka
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U. of Waterloo offers Ukrainian
correspondence course
WATERLOO, Ont. - The Univer
sity of Waterloo will offer a corres
pondence course in beginning Ukrain
ian during its 1980-81 academic year.
The course (Ukrainian 101/102) will
be taught in English and is designed for
students with little or йо prior know
ledge of Ukrainian.
Instruction in both oral and written
language will be offered with particular
attention to the development of basic
conversational skills. Elements of Ukrainian culture will also be introduced.

Finalists in all groups pose after the presentation of trophies.
KERHONKSON. N.Y. - Rain or
shine, they play tennis at Soyuzivka.
This was the case in the past, and this
was also the case during the weekend of
Auguts 2-3. when 21 pairs vied here for
Soyuzivka trophies in the annual doub
les competition.
An electrical storm Saturday at about
4 p.m. washed out the starting semi
finals in all three groups and then a
repeat performance by the ominous
skies turned the courts into muniscule
swimming pools. Despite the deluge the
matches resumed under sunny skies, in
blistering heat.
With ten pairs competing in the men's
division, it was the pair of Roman
Rakotchyj Jr and Alex Olynec that
took the title, defeating in the finals
George Sawchak and Zenon Snylyk
with relative ease. 6-2. 6-2. Sawchak
was the only one the foursome playing
with his daughter Tanya in the mixed
pairs, suffering on top of everything
from a slightly sore stomach muscle.
which limited his mobility on the courts.
Once in a while his father's eye wander' ed to another court where his younger
daughter Lida was playing the mixed
group with her cousin Adrian Kutko.
Both girls did well, the father-daughter
combo losing a tough one in semies in
the third set 4-6 to the ultimate winners
George Walchuk and Bohdanna Towpash.
The latter pair took the trophy by
defeating an equally fine pair of Kathy
Taraschuk and George Dycio, 6-4,6-2.
A total of seven pairs competed in this
group, with Lida Sawchak and Adrian
Kutko winning the consolation round
by defeating the older pair of Myra
Kyzyk and Alex Popovich in the finals.
3-6, 6-і. 7-5.
The seeds made the committee look
good in the men's pairs, as RakotchyjOlynec defeated the stubborn pair of
George Petrykewych and George Wytanowych, 6-4. 4-6. 6-І. in a tough set-to.
while Sawchak-Snylyk had no walko
ver with Walchuk and George Hrabec.
finally waking up in the heat to take the
rain interrupted match, 6-І, 2-6. 6-І.

Next weekend
at Soyuzivka
KERHONKSON. N.Y. - Saturday.
August 23, at 8:30 p.m.. Ed Ivanko. a
tenor who has appeared on Broadway,
will give a concert here at Soyuzivka.
He will be accompanied by pianist
Thomas Hrynkiv.
A dance, beginning at 10 p.m.. will
follow.
Sunday. August 24, Irene HomotiukZielyk will exhibit her paintings.
Beginning at 3 p.m. Sunday in the
Veselka ballroom, there will be a,
celebration of "Den Soyuzianky." .

In the boys' junior group with four
pairs starting, brother Dennis and
Kornylo Chorny took the title by
defeating in the finals another out
standing brother team of George and
Orest Cikalo. 6-4. 6-4. It was a fine
match between Soyuzivka campers who
are making visible improvement from
day to day. The third place trophy went
to Roman Kruchowy and Steve Baziuk.
another camp combo.
Presenting the trophies to the winners
and runners-up after the finals during
the sun-lit afternoon were: Soyuzivka
manager Walter Kwas. the estate's
emcee-in-residence Anya Dydyk.tour
nament director Roman Rakotchyj Sr.,
Z. Snvlvk and G. Sawchak. The latter
three, as well as G. Petrykewych, ran
the KLK sponsored event, provingto be
good court Sweepers in the process.
In his concluding remarks Mr. Ra
kotchyj reminded the players that
registration forms for the nationals over
the Labor Day weekend must be recei
ved by the committee by midnight
August 22. Entries received after that
date will not be considered.
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The program of studies will include:
the Cyrillic alphabet and specifics of
pronunciation, rudiments of grammar,
construction of basic sentences, and
practice exercises in vocabulary and
idiomatic expressions.
Students will acquire listening and
speaking skills through specially pre
pared language tapes which include a
variety of readings, dialogues, drills,
questions and dictations.

Progress will be monitored through
regular submission of oral and written
assignments.
Each half-credit correspondence
course consists of approximately 20
taped lectures on cassettes, each of
which runs up to 40 minutes. Ukrainian
101 and 102 each carry one-half credit
toward a university degree.
The beginners' Ukrainian correspon
dence course has been developed by
Prof. R. Karpiak and W. Shelestof the
department of Germanic and Slavic
languages and literatures. This depart
ment also offers basic language courses
in German, Dutch, Polish and Russian.
The application deadline for Ukrain
ian 101 is August IS, and for Ukrainian
102 - October 24. For further infor
mation contact: Correspondence Pro
gram, University of Waterloo, Water
loo, Ont.. Canada. N2L3Gl;Tel.(5l9)
885-1211, ext. 3901.

Liberty Park
Holocaust workshop slated
for Baltimore Slavic convention slates festival
BALTIMORE - The national com
mittee of the Slavic American National
Convention will open an exhibition on
the Holocaust during its. convention
which will be held here August 22-24.
Stephen Basarab, a spokemen for the
convention, believes that such an exhi
bition is needed to show the general
public that over 20 million Slavs were
killed during World War II, and that
half of them perished in concentra
tion camps or as a result of forced labor.
Dr. Bohdan Wytwycky, author of
The Holocaust: Many Circles of Hell,
will conduct a workshop program on
the Holocaust at the convention center
on Sarurday, August 23 at 10 a.m.

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The 1980
Liberty Park Festival will be held here
at Liberty State Park September 13-14.
The festival will bring together over
50 ethnic groups for craft displays and
food booths. Live performances of
ethnic music and dance will take place
from noon to 6 p.m. each day.
Admission is free.
Other performances will take place
on the Circle Line boat and at Liberty
and Ellis islands, which will be accessi
ble by ferry during the festival.
For more information contact Linda
Federici of the New Jersey division of
travel and tourism at (609) 292-7935.

The Weekly welcomes new staffers
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - George B.
Zarycky, Ika Koznarska Casanova and
Irene Wolowodiuk have joined the
editorial staff of The Ukrainian Weekly.
Mr. Zarycky and Mrs. Casanova
joined the newspaper as editorial assis
tants, effective August 5th; Miss Wolo
wodiuk was hired June 9th as a part-time
member of the editorial staff.
Mr. Zarycky is a graduate of St.
Patrick's College and Carleton Universi
ty in Ottawa, Ontario with an Honors
Degree in English Literature. He joins
the staff with prior journalistic expe
rience as contributor to his college
newspaper. Mr. Zarycky is a former'
member of Plast and member of UNA
Branch 327 in Hempstead,N.Y.
Mrs. Casanova is a graduate of New
York University with degrees in French
and Comparative Literature. She has
resided in Austria and Spain. She is
currently a Ph.D. Candidate in Compa
rative Literature at N.Y.U. and is also
enrolled in the Parsons School of
Design in New York. Mrs. Casanova is
a former member of Plast, Chornomorski Khvyli. and member of UNA
Br,nnh AM млі RorhfUpr N Y

Miss Wolowodiuk is a senior at New
York University, with a major in En
glish and Journalism and a minor in
international politics. She is in the
Honors English Program and a reci
pient of the Regents Scholarship. This
past summer Miss Wolowodiuk was
enrolled in New York University's
summer study program in London,
England and the summer before at St.
Clement's Ukrainian University in

New Weekly staff members are (from left): Irene Wolowodiuk, George Zarycky
and Ika Koznarska Casanova.
Rome. Currently she is working parttime as board enginner and program
monitor at station WPOW in New
York. Her other journalistic experience
includes writing the.press releases for

this year's St. George Ukrainian festval. She isa member of Sigma Delta Chi
Society of Professional Journalists, a
member of Plast and member of UNA
Branch 130 in New York. ; - : , ,.
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K E R H O N K S O N , N Y - Twentyo n e s t u d e n t s from t h r o u g h o u t the
United States and Canada, who were
e n r o l l e d in t h e U k r a i n i a n C u l t u r a l
C o u r s e s at S o y u z i v k a this s u m m e r ,
received their report cards and certifi
cates of completion at the graduation
dinner held here, Friday evening, Au
gust 8.
The three-week program focused on
studies in Ukrainian history, language,
geography as well as music and dance.
This year a course in Ukrainian literture was added to the curriculum.
Dr. Myron Kuropas, Supreme Vice
President of the UNA and director of
the c o u r s e s , welcomed the parents,
guests and members of the UN A execu
tive who had come to the resort to
participate in the graduation ceremo
nies.
Seated at the head table along with
Mr. Kuropas and his wife Lesya, also a
teacher at the courses, were: J o h n Flis,
Supreme President; Walter Sochan,
Supreme Secretary; Wasyl Orichowsky,
Supreme Organizer, and Ulana Diachuk. Supreme Treasurer.
Also seated at the head table were
faculty members and special guests,
including Halyna Wawryshyn, who
taught Ukrainian literature, her hus
band Michael, head of a T o r o n t o high
school geography department, who
taught the Ukrainian geography course,
as well as Elaine Oprysko, who instruc
ted the students in folk dancing.
A m o n g the guests at the head table
were M r s . Kvitka Steciuk, whose late
husband. Dr. Basil Steciuk, was one of
the founders of the summer program,
Walter Bacad. former dancing instruc
tor at the courses for 25 years and
c u r r e n t p r e s i d e n t of the U k r a i n i a n
Youth League of North America Foun
dation as well as Walter Kwas. Soyu
zivka manager.
Also in attendance was George Duravetz, a T o r o n t o high school teacher of
Ukrainian language and Canadian
history, who taught the Ukrainian
language course, and whose book was
used as the primary text. Dr. Kyropas
also introduced Zenon Snylyk, editorin-chief of S v o b o d a , to the students and
guests.
Before the dinner began. Dr. Kuro
pas announced that Mrs. Stesiuk had
pledged a S50 award to the best Ukrai
nian language student as well as a S50
award for the best history student. Mr.
Bacad pledged the same a m o u n t to the
best all-round student. Mr. Flis pro
mised S50 to the student who showed
the most improvement over the threeweek period.
In his brief report concerning this
year's p r o g r a m . Dr. Kuropas praised
the students for showing exceptional
a b i l i t y a n d d i l i g e n c e in t h e i r w o r k .
noting that with the addition of the
literature course, the academic de
mands on the students were greater than
in previous years.
A l t h o u g h n o t all of t h e s t u d e n t s
received passing grades in all subjects.
Dr. Kuropas added that everyone of
them benefited from their brief immer
sion in Ukrainian culture".
As the students walked to the head
table to receive their / e p o r t cards and
course certificates, they were congra
tulated by Mr. Flis, who praised their
effort and dedication.
Before the dinner was completed.
Mrs. Wawryshyn presented her best
students with a book of poems by Vasyl
S y m o n e n k o . She explained that, al
though the a u t h o r was listed on the
c o u r s e o u t l i n e , t h e c o u r s e finished
before any in-depth study of his work
could be attempted. She urged all her
students t o continue to study Symonen
ko on their own.
"
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Courses at

Soyuzivka

Dr. Myron Kuropas making a point during Ukrainian history lesson.
After dinner, parents, instructors and
guests filed into the Vaselka pavilion for
an entertainment program of music and
dance presented by the students,someof
whom were not familiar with Ukrai
nian music or dance when the courses
began.
The emcees for the program were
Olenka Wawryshyn. who introduced
the performances in Ukrainian, and
Peter Palijenko of North Carolina, who
did so in English.
The program began with a welcome
dance performed by the girls, who were
dressed in native Ukrainian costumes
and danced holding traditional Ukrai
nian "rushnychky"
A mixed choir of boys and girls,
under the direction of Mrs. Kuropas.
performed two songs. They were fol
lowed by a bandura trio, Georgina and
Clarette Muc and Olha Chodoba, all
from the Bandura Workshop of New
York, w h o performed two musical
pieces.
Perhaps the most humorous number
of the evening, was the performance of
the boys d a n c e g r o u p , which did a
medley of Ukrainian folk-dance steps
aptly titled "Buffoonery." Only one of
the boys had past formal dance training,
and the rest gamely tried their best to
execute the intricate steps. The result
was a colorful, carefree pastiche, filled
with intended self-parody and humor.
O t h e r h i g h l i g h t s of t h e p r o g r a m
i n c l u d e d s o n g s c o m p o s e d by V o l o dymyr Ivasiuk and performed by the
students, and the "Holubchyk", a whir
ling, energetic dance performed by five
couples.
In his closing remarks Dr. Kuropas
introduced Mrs. Oprysko, who coor
dinated the entertainment program.
-The-finalpart of the program consis
ted of the presentation of awards to
outstanding.students in four separate
categories.
Lesia Doroshenko won best Ukrai
nian language students honors, with the
award being presented by Mr. Duravetz. Michael Werbowy was given the
best h i s t o r y s t u d e n t a w a r d by D r .
Kuropas, while Stephen Medwid was
p r e s e n t e d w i t h t h e best a l l - a r o u n d
student award by Mr. Bacad.
Mr. Flis had the privilege of pre
senting Tania Mokrytzki with an award
for s h o w i n g t h e m o s t i m p r o v e m e n t
during the courses. In his remarks, Mr.
Fits thanked all the students for their

Students enrolled in Ukrainian Cultural Courses at Soyuzivka engulf manager,
Walter Kwas.
participation in the cultural courses, Ukrainian culture and thereby make
adding that the object of the program them better aware of their heritage.
The ceremonies formally came to a
was not to make the students overnight
experts in Ukrainian subjects, but to close with students and guests singing
familiarize them with certain aspects of the Ukrainian national anthem.
ДЯДЯЯВЯЯЯ! Я - 8ЙВВ8ЯІВВЙ9ЯНЮИІЯЯЯЯЮИЯЯЯИИИЯ|

Vassyl Yemetz, bandurist, celebrates 90th birthday
NEW YORK - Vassyl Yemetz, the
famous bandurist-virtuoso, celebrated
his 90th birthday on August 2.
Mr. Yemetz made his first concert
appearance 70 years ago as a student in
his last year of high school at a time
when t h e U k r a i n i a n language and .music
were forbidden by the Russian czarist
government. His unannounced perfor
mance nearly resulted in his expulsion
from school.
Mr. Yemetz disregarded all threats of
expulsion and continued to perform
publicly during and after the comp
letion of his general education at the
universities of Kharkiv and Moscow.
He resigned his position as a college
professor and went to study in the
conservatories of music in Prague and
Berlin, devoting his whole life to the
bandura. He performed in almost every
major city around the world.
He won critical acclaim as one of the
greatest bandura virtuosos in Europe,
C a n a d a and the United States.
He has constructed three banduras.
The newest has 62 strings and over five
full chromatic scales, enabling him to
play classical, as well as U k r a i n i a n
music without losing its originality.
In his repertoire, Mr. Yemetz played
works by D v o r a k , Tchaikovsky, Beet-

Mr. Vassyl Yemetz, pictured with his
bandura at the start o f his career.
hoven as well as his own compositions.
Mr. Yemetz was the organizer of the
bandurist capella. It was the l i n t of its
kind in the history of contemporary
Ukraine.
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Barnesville festival a success
Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk, UNA Supreme Auditor,
honored on his birthday
BARNESVILLE, Pa. - The second Choir, directed by Rev. Lewycky res
LEHIGHTON. Pa. - The 12thbranch
of the Organization for the Rebirth of
Ukraine sponsored a 65th-bii`thday
celebration for Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk
here at the estate of Oleh Olszycz on
Saturday. July 26.
Dr. Hnatiuk. a professor of engineer
ing, is the head of the main executive
body of OR U. a member of the Secreta
riat of the World Congress of Free
Ukrainians and an executive member of
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America. He is also the Supreme Audi
tor of the Ukrainian National Associ
ation.
The celebration was originally plan
ned to be a small surprise party, with
only his family and closest friends and
associates attending.
Meanwhile, news of the party leaked
out to the Ukrainian community, inclu
ding Dr. Hnatiuk. They read about the
upcoming "surprise" party two weeks
before it was to occur in Svoboda.
As a result of the publicity, the party
turned into a large event for the general
public wishing to honor Dr. Hnatiuk`s :.
achievements. Nearly 100 guests and 20
organizational representatives atten
ded. Over 25 written and 15 oral congratulotory greetings were received.
The gathering was opened by Volodymyr Jaciw, head of the 12th branch of
ORU. and emceed by humorist Mykola
Kavka.
Dr. Peter Stechko, head of UCCA in
Philadelphia and one of Dr. Hnatiuk`s
closest friends, gave the main address of
the evening. He outlined Dr. Hnatiuk`s
life - from his birth, to his studies of
aeronautics in Danzig, his family life,
professional work in various specia
lizations, his work as a professor, his
work in Ukrainian organizations, and
other highlights.
Dr. Stechko ended his speech by
thanking Dr. Hnatiuk`s wife, Irene, for
her help in community affairs. He then
led the guests in a toast. They all sang
happy birthday to Dr. Hnatiuk.
The pastor of the estate. Rev. Roman
Martiniuk blessed the dinner, prepared
by the directors of the estate and the
young girls attending the summer
camp. Ukrainian Golden Cross, at the
estate.
Emcee Mykola Kavka. introduced
everyone sitting at the head table, these
were: Dr. and Mrs. Hnatiuk. his brother
Myroslaw Hnatiuk and his" wife Anna,
who came from Ohio: Revs. Hillary
Wryblewsky and Roman Martiniuk;
Ivan Bazarko. vice-president and pre
sident electd of the Secretariat of the
WCFU and administrative director of
the executive UCCA; Dr. Bohdan

Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk
Shebvniak. vice-president of ORU;
Pavlyna Riznyk. vice-president of the
Ukrainian Golden Cross, and her
husband Volodymyr; Dr. Peter Stercho
the main speaker - head of the
Philadelphia Branch of the UCCA, and
his wife I'rene; a representative of the
Supreme Executive ot tne UNA Supreme Organizer Wasyl Orikhowsky
and Wolodymyr Jaciw, head of the 12th
branch of ORU in Philadelphia.
After dinner, all the written greetings
were read and those seated at the head
table along with the chairmen of va
rious organizations.gaveshort speeches
congratulating Dr. Hnatiuk.
Dr. Hnatiuk was surprised and very
moved when a tape-recorded message
from his 84-year-old mother, who was
too ill to undertake the long trip from
Ohio, was played. She sang happy
birthday to her son. Everyone stood and
listened to the song.

annual Ukrainian Festival ended here
on July 20.
The three-day festival was a "huge
success." said Association President
Steve Postupacki"Gate attendance
doubled over our first year."
The festival opened" Friday after
noon, July 18, with a parade and a short
prayer service for all Ukrainian war
heroes. Rev. John Stevinsky, pastor of
St. Michaels Church in Minersvilleread
the prayer, after which Donna Hancer
presented the traditional bread and salt
to a festival guest. Mr. Louis Skeparnias, executive director of the Gover
nors Heritage Commission, presented
greetings from Gov. Dick Thornburgh,
Pa.. In his letter the governor гесо–
nized the festival`s contributions in
preserving the traditions and culture of
Pennsylvania Ukrainians.
On Saturday, one of the highlights of
the days entertainment was the"cossack
dunk." All proceeds from the dunk were
donated to St. Michael's Ukrainian
Church building fund in Shenandoah.
Pa. The church, which was the first
Ukrainian Church in America, was
destroyed in a fire on Easter Monday.
The entertainment program also
included performances by the Chervona Kalyna musical group, Ruta, and
the Marunczak Ukrainian Dance En
semble. Lvbomvra Kowalchuk and
Peter Marunczak Jr. entertained the
audience with Ukrainian folk love
songs.
The Children's Theatre put on a play
based on an old folk tale in which a
peasant devises a transparent scheme to
persuade his wife to stop gossiping.
Various entertainment events were
held Saturday and Sunday.
Sunday Divine Liturgy,was cele
brated by Rev. John Stevinsky and
Rev. Wrobolusky, with St. Mary's

The United States Post Office opened
the Ukrainian Festival Station Sunday
afternoon. Letters were recieved to be
mailed with a special cancellation
bearing the tryzub. wheat and poppies.
"Over 5,000 requests, for the cancel
lation bearing the tryzub, wheat and
poppies have been mailed all over the
United States. Canada, and Europe"re
ported the U.S. Postal Department.
The 1980 recipient for the Distin
guished Service Award was Dr. Walter
Dushnyk, New York. Born in Ukraine,
Dr. Dushnyk is the author of several
books and associate editor of Encyclo
pedia Slavonica, and Ukraine: a Concise
Encyclopedia. Dr. Dushnyk has written
and lectured extensively on human
rights and has appeared at conferences
such as Human Rights after Helsinki
(Washington) and World Congress of
Free Ukrainians and others.
Since 1957, Dr. Dushnyk has been
editor-in-chief of The Ukrainian Quar
terly, also an associate editor of Svobo
da, and former editor of the Ukrainian
Weekly.
The Ukrainian Festival Association
extended special thanks to G.A J.
Ceramics, Ruta, Bazarr Ukrainian Arts
and Crafts, Ukrainian Congress Com
mittee, Nick Hubb International Orche
stra, Babe Yaga Arts, Elmar Associates,
Peter Hrycenko, MAM Ceramics,
Irene Yaworsky, Peter Marunczak and
Dancers, Lubomyra, Chervona Kalyna,
St. Michaels Dancers, Parma Arts and
Crafts, Mrs. William Boyko, Mounted
Kozaks, Matus Dolls.

Children from the summer camp sang
a few songs under the direction of Ola
Rydakevych. Volodymyr Melnyk and
Vera Pryshliak.
The children of the camp, led by
Volodymyr Kavka, presented Dr.Hna
tiuk with field flowers and a basket
filled with 65 bitter as well as sweet
candies, symbolizing the years of his
life.
Other gifts were presented, dances
were performed and violinist, Peter
Prys played for the audience.
Towards the end of the evening. Dr.
Hnatiuk thanked everyone for coming
to the celebration.
The eveningended with a prayer, said
by Rev. Hillary Wrybelsky and with
everyone singing the prayer "Bosze
Velyky."

St. Michael's dancers of Frackville, Pa.

They were followed by the Ukrainian
Ukrainians take part in Houston festivalDancers
of Houston, who presented the
HOUSTON - The Ukrainian com
munity here participated in the 18th
annual Sts. Cyril and Methodius Heri
tage Day Celebration, a religious and
cultural celebration of the Slavic heri
tage of theCzecho-Slovakia, Polish and
Ukrainian nations.
The guest of honor at the festival was
Metropolitan Myroslaw Lubachivsky.
The night before the festival, 100
Ukrainians greeted the metropolitanata
dinner and reception held in his honor.
On Sunday morning the festival,
itself, opened with a Divine Liturgy cocelebrated by Metropolitan Lubachiv
sky and Rev. Walter Werbicki of St.
Pius X Church in Houston. The choir of
the Ukrainian Cultural Club of Hous
ton, directed by Mrs. Rose Kobak, sang
the Divine Liturgy. The homily was

ponding.
Sunday's Divine Liturgy was cele
brated by John Stevinsky and Rev.
Wrobolusky, with St. Mary's Choir,
directed by,Rev. Lewycky responding.

Metropolitan with the traditional Ukrainian greeting of bread and salt.They
performed a wide range of Ukrainian
dances.
Costuming was emphasized by the
annual beauty contest, in which tradi
The cultural celebration started with tional native costumes were judged.
a radio broadcast. After the singing of Karen Kovalevsky, Larissa Tymniak
the American, Czech, Polish and U- and Shura Mykytyn represented the
krainian national anthems, the choir of Ukrainians in the contest, and it was
the Ukrainian Cultural Club of Hous Ms. Mykytyn, dressed in the traditional
ton, under the direction of Lisa Hu- Hutzul costume, who won first prize.
The choir of the Ukrainian Cultural
danich, sang one folk song. The Metro
politan joined them on stage to sing the Club concluded the community's parti
cipation
in the festival with a program
Ukrainian anthem and the standard
folk song favorite, "Choven Khita- of songs geared to an understanding of
yetsja".
delivered by Bishop John L.'Morkovsky, the Roman bishop of the Galveston-Houston Diocese. During the Li
turgy, the Metropolitan bestowed the
Apostolic Blessing on the congregation.

the Ukrainian culture and heritage.
The people responsible for the suc
cess of the festival were Michael Danylyk (Ukrainian chairman); Mrs. Vera
Hudanich (Ukrainian program chair
man); Roy Kobak (Ukrainian vice
chairman); Mrs. Rose Kobak and Lisa
Hudanich (Ukrainian Cultural Club
choir directors): Marika Маско ("Rid
na Shkola" dance instructor and Ukrainian Dancers of Houston); Mrs.
Helen Kichtan and Mrs. Sonja Tym
niak (Ukrainian cultural booth coordi
nators); Mrs. Oksana Danylyk (cos
tume contest coordinator); Mrs. Justina
Uschak (chairmens` dinner co-ordinator); Bishop John. L. Morkovsky and
Maurice Hafernik (general chairman).

і'

The afternoon program opened with
a dance number by the students of the
"Ridna Shkola".
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Works by artist Natalka Husar exhibited
in Edmonton
EDMONTON - Several of Natafta.
Huzar's personalities - three-dimen
sional portraits made by pressingclothing
between acrylic sheets and adding
mask-like porcelain faces - were on
display in the Rice Theatre Lobby here
during the Multicultural Theatre Festi
val which ran through July 20.
Miss Huzar emphasizes the Ukrai
nian roots of her work. She told Storey
Twogood, of the Edmonton Sun, "I
have chosen Ukrainian people because 1
am Ukrainian and therefore I relate to
that particular ethnic group. The same
way 1 relate to women, because I am one
of them."
"It takes a studied amount of time to
comprehend the message of the collec
tion, " wrote Mr. Twogood, "but when
understood, the impact is staggering."
"These are likenesses of people, who'
are trapped, as their clothing is trapped
behind sheets of plexiglass; frozen into
holding patterns of lifestyle, tempera
ment, mannerism, and to be always

Ukrainian radio show host
appeals for sponsors
NEWINGTON, Conn. - Richard
Kerry, program director of the Ameri
can Ukrainian Show - aired here on
WRYM Saturday mornings at 8:309:15 a.m. — is looking for five new
Ukrainian sponsors to help him pay for
radio time.
Mr. Kerry's show has been on the air
for nine years. It may be taken off the air
because he does not have enough
business sponsors.
His show is strictly cultural. An
advertising contract with him is for 52
weeks with 30 second spots costing SI5
each and 60 second spots costing SIS.
Mr. Kerry needs the contracts before
August 24.
If you are interested in advertising on
Mr. Kerry's show, call Barry Kurzman
at station WRYM at 666-5646 or reach
Mr. Kerry at home after 5 p.m. at
(203)747-9978.

replaced by another exactly the same,"
he added.
jj
Miss Husar. 28, was born in Newark, ,
N.J. She graduated from college with a
bachelor of fine arts degree. She moved
to Toronto in 1971 and became a culture
consultant for the Department of In
dian affairs. She held her first oneperson show in Toronto in 1977.
'
Mr. Twogood describes Miss Husar^
as "intense, dynamic and deadly serious
about her art. She has created over 150 \
mask images of people she encountered
as she traveled through Canada.
She took notes on these people and
photographed those with interesting"
faces. From these records she fashioned^
the stereotyping clay characters.
Щ
In reviewing Miss Husar`s work ІоА
the Edmonton Journal, Lelde Meuhlen--–
bachs wrote,"in considering the larger
problem of identity, this ethnic study
has meaning for everyone. Husar pulis
out all stops in her jarring portrayals
whether of Mrs. Krupczynsky, the1
butcher's wife in her soiled apron, or
Mrs. Bilyk, the well-heeled Sunday
painter with her tacky plastic beads.
Husar's people reveal fear, anxiety, selfdeception and complacency in a tactile
manner." ,
L. `"
" AJthough thejources ofher work are
realL the .cojnj)dsite characters are
fictitious. Huzar worked onjhis project
two and aTialf уеаге"л
-ч
Miss Husar designs the faces in her
studion, mixing clay in a washing ma
chine and firing it immediately. The lifesized, porcelain faces are embellished
with paint, glazes and tufts of fake hair:
resulting in what the Edmonton Jour
nal called "gruesome realism."
The faces are then paired up with
bodies dressed in clothing, usually
tattered, which serves to identify the
person.
Miss Husar will have her own show at
Toronto's Poole Gallery. She plans To"
serve bread, baked in the form effaces
at the opening. She will also play taped conversations relating to the pieces such
as the chatter that goes on in a butcher
shop, said the Journal.
The Journal continued: "Husar's
next series will consider women and
promises to achieve the.same insightfuP

Ukrainian Cultural Center of LA
offers 16 scholarships
LOS ANGELES - The Ukrainian Cultural Center'here this year has
awarded 16 scholarships, totaling 510,550, for graduate study to students of
Ukrainian heritage for the 1980/81 academic year.
The scholarships were awarded to:
Jan Bilocerkowicz of Seattle
."iSl,OOO;
Zinovy Kwit of Pennsylvania
. SI,000;
Walter Peczenuk of England (Oxford)
Sl.000;
Walter Zahorodny of New Jersey (Rutgers)
. S I .000;
Zoya Kulick of California (UCLA)
f f 800;
Walter Loza of New York
Щ 800;
George Liber of New York (Columbia University)
. . S 800;
Alexander Kowblansky of California (USC)
Щ 790;
Roman Pyndus of New Jersey (Montclair College)
S 700;
Halyna Kovalenko of California (U.C. Berkeley)
.S 600;
Walter Bakun of St. George, W. Indies
. .S 500
Nadia Diakun of Toronto
...SJ 500;
Walter Kordan of Arizona
. .S 500:
Lidia Wasylyn of Chicago (La-Yola)
Щ 200;
Barbara Penkal of Los Angeles (USC L.A.)
.S 200
George Tysowsky of Minnesota
.. 5 200;
The scholarship is renewable at the discretion of the Ukrainian Cultural
Center in Los Angeles for students who maintain satisfactory progress towards
their advanced degree at the school that is accepable to the donor
Awards are based on scholastic achievement, financial need based on
individual and family income and verifiable Ukrainian heritage by Ukrainian
church or Ukrainian organization.
Applicants who will receive a scholarship award will be notified during the
first week of May, 1981.
Applications for scholarships for the 1981-82 academic year may be obtained
by writing to the Ukrainian Culture Center Scholarship Committee, 4315
Melrose Ave. Los Angeles, Ca. 90029. Completed application, including
supporting documents must be submitted no later than March 31, 1981.

Case Western offers scholarships
for Ukrainians
CLEVELAND - Since June 1978,
students of Ukrainian descent studying
at one of Case Western Reserve Univer
sity's seven professional schools or its
School of Graduate Studies have been
eligible for financial aid through the
university's Ukrainian Scholarship
Fund. That fund has now been expand
ed to include undergraduates studying
at CWRU's two undergraduate col
leges, Western Reserve College and
Case Institute of Technology.
An anonymous CWRU alumnus, a
successful man of vigorous and unusual
ideas who is himself of Ukrainian
descent established the fund to help

be the pace setter in the field of women's fashion as
well as in the world of intellectual thought.

Leonid Plyushch...
(Continued from page 3)

To a certain extent the emergence of the new
philosophers can be seen as a response to the
al life after World War II. or an indication of new disclosure of Soviet reality by Solzhenitsyn and other
directions in Western thought?
dissidents as well as a reaction to the Soviet Union's
A: Generally speaking, I think that the so-called use of force in European countries. This is significant
'new philosphers` in France are primarily a mode because at least until very recently new intellectual
typical of the capitalist world in general and of France fashions in France were initiated if not directly by the
in particular because France still considers herself to communists, than by philo-communists.
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It is not clear to me however, to what extent the new
philosophers are "new" and to what extent one is
dealing with a "philosophy." Having heard the new
philosophers lecturing and having had discussions
with them, I would say that theirs is an attempt to
think using realistic categories and to free themselves
from the preconceptions of any particular ideology.
This conception was perhaps best formulated by Max
Gluksmann when he said that one has to end with
theorism because, all too often, theorism has been the
basis for state terrorism.

Yes, I want The Weekly!

S7.00
S5.00

S406.00
S203.0O
S101.50
550.75
S6.75
S8.50
SIO.OO

needy and qualified fellow Ukrainians
pursue degrees at CWRU.
Awards are for SI,000 a year and are
renewable for up to four years if the
student does well academically. Sixteen
young men and women have been
helped by the fund during the past two
years.
Students whose parents or grand
parents came from Ukraine and who
need financial assistance in order to
continue their education, may contact
Case Western Reserve University's
office of financial aid, Pardee Hall,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 for further
information.
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MIDDLEF1ELD, Ohio - M,on
than SO boys and girls attended the Plast
camp here at "Pysany Kamin" July 523,- which was dedicated to Ukrainian
dissidents.
The girl's camp was dedicated to the
late Ukrainian composer`VoWymyF
Ivasiuk, who was brutally murdered by
KGB last year for his steadfast refusal to
let his musical genius and popularity
serve the Soviet occupational regime.
The yunachky adopted a popular
Ivasiuk song "Vodohray"as their camp
song and, in keeping with the Plast
tradition of naming camps, called their,
camp, "Hray-Vodohrav "The girls also
studied Ivasiuk's life "and additional
songs written by the composer.

MINNEAPOLIS - In keeping with
tradition, the Minneapolis chapter of
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
Each day, the camp was dedicated to America is sponsoring a Ukrainian Day
a different arrested or imprisoned in Minnihaha Park here on August 24.
The theme of the evert will be "In
member of the Ukrainian Helsinki
group. This enabled the youths to Defense of Human Feedoms." The
become familiar not only with the main speakers will be Dr. Nina Strokabiographies of the various prisoners, ta-Karavanska and her husband, poet
but more importantly, with their highly Sviatoslaw Karavansky.
From noon to 6 p.m. there will be an
moral, principled, and unbending cha
exhibit of Ukrainian art and Ukrainian
racters^
The program included lectures and books will be sold by N. Karkotz and
discussions about the current Ukrainian W. Pakyliak.
A Ukrainian buffet will be supervised
rights movement and its historical
development from the days of the by M. Ambroziak.
The official program begins at 3 p.m.
UPA—OUN national liberation strug
gle in the !940`s. This was coupled with with a performance by the Dnipro choir
the reading of selected poems by Oles directed by Rev. M. Bryn. The dance
ensemble Zahrava made up of Catholic
Berdnyk and Sviatoslav Karavansky.
The youths reacted with great enthu youth directed by M. Pawlyshyn, and
siasm and interest, and it was"nbf the Ukrainian Dance Ensemble choreo
uncommon to And some of the boys graphed by J. Bilyk are also scheduled
reading dissident literature during to perform.
Many state and federal represen"stiyka" (nights guard duty) on their
own initiative.
The remainder of the camp program
at "Zakon Vohniu" consisted of sports,
singing, swimming, marching, scouting
knowledge and "vatry" (campfires).
There were also several overnight
orienteering expeditions, pioneering
construction projects, riflery, selfdefense, pyrotechnical creations and
simulated war-espionage games. Social
events included dances and raids on the
girl's camp.

The Ukrainian "rock" band com
posed of students from the Ukrainian
Catholic "Little Seminary^ in Rome
gave the campers an original perspec
tive on the development of modern
Ukrainian music. Also, a large group of
youths from the SUM-A camp "Khortytsia" in Wellington, Ohio, visited for an
The boys'camp was named "Zakon afternoon.
Vohniu" (law of fire), based on a poem
Events included a modest flag-raising
by Oles Berdnyk, who is presently ceremony, tours of the camp and soccer
imprisoned by the Soviets for his and volleyball matches. Both groups
leading role їя the.UkrainjajiJieU promised to make such visits a tradi
sinki monitoring group.
tion.
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THE FIRST UKRAINIAN-ENGLISH
ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY" EDUl
by J. B. RUDNYCKYJ
Го be published jointly by Ukrainian Hohylo-Hazepian Academy of sciences and Ukrainian language Association -

UNMAN

U.L.A.-A.L.U.

Pre publication offer Am. S60.00. Price after publication: Am. S90.00.
SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION

5790 Rembrandt Я 404. Montreal - Cote SL Luc, Que. Canada. H4W 2V2
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MANAGING OFFICER POSITION
SAVINGS ft LOAN ASSOCIATION
UKRAINIAN SAVINGS 1 LOAN ASSOCIATION I N PHILADELPHIA.
the oldest Ukrainian financial institution in the U.S.A. with over 23 Million in Assets.

is seeking a MANAGING OFFICER
During 1979 the Association achieved outstanding net worth growth and above average
deposit and loan performance.
Strategic plans for the future include ambitious growth objectives.
Required qualifications include:
о
о
о
e

experience in management
business and financial planning and accountability for performance at a financially
oriented institution, such as banking, thrift or finance industry.
Current familiarity with financial industries regulatory and operational aspects are very
desirable.
Working knowledge in the Ukrainian language is essential.

Comprehensive benefits, including relocation expenses and excellent compensation com
mensurate with experience and potential.
For interview mail resume in confidence to:
President
Ukrainian Savings 8 Loan Association
1321 W. Lindley Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa. 19141
No telephone inquiries, please.
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UCCA to hold Ukrainian Day in Minneapolis

Ohio Plast camp, dedicated
to dissidents, ends

Camp emblem based on Oles Berdynk's
poem, "Zakon Vohniu,"painted by
Roman and Eugene Melech from Wa
shington, D.C.
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tatives have been invited to attend.
Prior to the one-day celebration, Ukrai
nian representatives plan to hold meet
ings with government officials and
various organizational and academic
representatives.
On Friday. August 22. community
representatives have scheduled a meet
ing with Mayor Donald Frazier and
members of the press.
Also on Friday, at 7:30 p.m., the
Ukrainian Student Club of Minnesota
University is sponsoring a meetingat the
Mayo clinic auditorium with repre
sentatives from the history, political
science, international relations, and
slavic language departments, as well as
from the Minneapolis chapter of Am
nesty International and various ethnic
groups.
There will be a banquet on Saturday,
August 23 for the Ukrainian com
munity of the Twin Cities at 7 p.m. in
the St. Constantine parish hall.

Christina Romana Lypeckyj releases album
WARREN, Mich. - A record by opera coaches. Miss Lypeckyj was a
mezzo-soprano Christina Romana finalist in the Metropolitan Opera
Lypeckyj has been released featuring Regional Auditions.
selections from operatic and Ukrainian
She has been appearing in concerts
classical repertoire, with David Daniels and recitals throughout the United
conducting the Warren Symphony Or States, Canada and Italy. Her enga
chestra and with the accompaniment of gements have been with the Michigan
pianists Bernard Katz and Maria Lon- Opera Theatre, Warren Symphony
chyna-Lisowsky.
Orchestra, Detroit Concert Band, Mi
Among repertory selections are works chigan Lyric Opera and the Scandaby Tchaikovsky, Gluck, Bizet, Verdi, navian Symphony.
Gounod, Bilash, Stepovey, Fomenko,
Sal Mineo commented on Miss LyLyssenko and Mayboroda.
peckyj's "expressive face on stage and
Miss Lypeckyj was born in Stani- good qualities as a dramatic actress;"
slaviv, Ukraine. She moved to Munich, Lorenzo Alvary spoke of.her "good
Germany as a young girl where she voice projection and excellent stage
studied piano with composer Zinovij presentation;" and Dr. Leonard B.
Lysko, as well as voice and ballet. Upon Smith said that "her vocal equipments
her arrival in the United States she render her in every respect a delightful
continued her vocal studies with Au- and accomplished artist."
relia Peralta Rossetti, Marilyn Cotlow
The record is distrubuted by Symand Avery Crew. Josef Blatt, Boris fonia Company, 11219 Irene Drive,P.O.
Goldovsky and Walter Tausig were her Box 525, Warren, Mich. 48090.
fields, the ruined church was encircled
by armed militiamen, and authorities
manning bullhorns ordered the crowd to
(Continued from page 1)
disperse.
All the grain that had been harvested
lined plans which called for the destruc
tion of two churches in the reeion. The by the villagers that day was loaded onto
plans were finalized during a meeting trucks and taken to the church. Locks
ot the local Communist Party. Upon were placed on the doors of what
hearing of the plans to raze the church, remained of the building, and there the
in Khynochit the head of Hie local collec grain was left to rot.
tive farm and a local militiaman left the
region in order to avoid participating in
Meshko...
the destruction of the church.

Samvydav..

(Continued from page I)
In the fall of 1974, while most of the
villagers were in thefieldsharvesting the
In the regional clinic in Khabarovsk,
crops, the authorities mobilized 38 men Serhiyenko was diagnosed as suffering
and 24 pieces ol heavy equipment — from gastroenteritis. This condition is
including a fire brigade that could accompanied by general anemia, edema
disperse potential protesters with fire and poor circulation as well as com
hoses — and ordered them to destroy plications affecting the liver, gall blad
the church.
der and pancreas.
A bulldozer toppled the church
In a letter dated December II, 1979
towers and the crosses were knocked Meshko asks that her son be granted
over. The belfry and the roof of the permission to undergo medical treat
church were caved in. The icons were ment in Australia, and if this is not
put into a truck and taken to an un possible, then in Kiev, and that he be
known destination.
released from the camp in which he has
When the villagers returned from the been confined since December 2. 1979.

f HE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
is looking
for College Seniors and Graduates

FOR TRAINING
AS FRATERNAL INSURANCE SALESMEN
Good earning potential and all benefits.
Contact: JOHN 0 . FLIS, Telephone ( 2 0 1 ) 4 5 1 - 2 2 0 0
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Soviets skim...

that was in her handwriting but didn't
seem to use her own words."
(Continued from page 6)
Mr. Price requested the estate be liqui
dated into cash so that his client in
MariteSevica Stals. After Mr. Stals's Lithuania could receive her entitlement.
lawyer relayed news by letter of the So
Mr. Alisauskas knew his stepfather
viets' challenge to the old man's will, ОІga wrote back to say the officials have had not wanted this because he didn't
believe
his sister would receive the
"committed a forgery this time.
money through the Soviet bureaucracy.
"That woman is the widow of a So he took the case to Toronto lawyer
different man," she wrote.
Harry Armstrong.
Meanwhile the Soviets had obtained
the usual power of attorney from the
Stacked case
alleged widow and also produced a co
Mr. Alisauskas wanted to fight the
py of a marriage certificate, showing
Soviets, but Mr. Armstrong soon found
their wedding day as August 3.1939.
Lawyers for the executors of the
Stals will and beneficiaries in North
America demanded Marite Sevica Stals
appear in surogate court in Ontario.
But Mr. Price argued the Sf.000 air
fare was too costly and she was too old
to make the trip.
When the Toronto lawyers produced
weighty evidence that the Soviets had
produced the wrong wife, her claim was
quickly and quietly dropped.
Last fall — four years after Albert
Stals`s death and an intense legal
wrangle — lawyers for the executors
received a letter saying: "The purported
widow Marite Stals is not in fact the
widow of the deceased."
Rare victory
A small victory and a rare one. The
executors of Kostas Bernotavicius have
not fared so well in their efforts to stop
the Soviets.
Shortly before Kostas`s death in July
1978, he drafted a will naming his wife
Linda and stepson Rudy Alisauskas, a
Mississauga school principal, as execu
tors.
The will directed they make regular
provision in the form of parcels for his
surviving elderly sister Zuzana Jeselskiene. now about 65, still living in
Lithuania. The balance of the estate,
worth about S80.000. should go after
her death to the three Alisauskas boys.
Kostas`s grandsons.
Mr. Alisauskas began sending parcels
to the elderly sister after asking in letters
what she needed most. Her replies were
always friendly, courteous and grateful.
A few months later they received a
large brown envelope from Mr. Price,
now working from Ottawa, introducing
himself as a lawyer hired by the Soviet
consulate in Ottawa. Attached was a
crudely written letter from Zuzana
giving Mr. Price power of attorney.
Mr. Alisauskas and his mother also
received a letter directly from Zuzana.
saying she didn't want food and clothes
parcels and demanding cash instead.
"We couldn't understand this change
in her because her earlier letters were so
nice and friendly," Mr. Alisauskas told
the Star. "Then we got this blunt letter
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that the chips were stacked heavily in
the Soviets' favor.
Mr. Kostas`s will is now being liqui
dated so large proportion of the cash
can be dispersed, allegedly, to his sister in
Lithuania.
Although Mr. Alisauskas is con
cerned for the elderly women's safety, he
agreed to talk to the Star.
"We cannot do much about what
happens inside Russia but we can stop
them in Canada by changing the law,"
he said.
A Scarborough physician. Dr. Linard Lukss, is also chairman of the

Canadian Committee for Captive Euro
pean Nations, an umbrella agency for
the Hungarian, Czechoslovakian, Esto
nian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish and
Ukrainian communities in Canada.
Dr. Lukss says the number of cases
where the Soviets will intervene in an
estate will increase because more and
more elderly East Europeans are dying.
"Most people are not aware that this
is going on every day, and the politi
cians don't seem to care although we've
tried to get our message across," he told
the Star.
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THE CARPATHIAN SKI CLUB OF NEW YORK
under the auspices of the

ASSOCIATION OF UKRAINIAN SPORTS CLUBS IN NORTH AMERICA (USCAK)
will hold

THE

ANNUAL

TENNIS AND SWIMMING COMPETITION
at SOYUZIVKA
IN OBSER VANCE OF THE 25th ANNIVERSAR

Y OF THE

USCAK

AUGUST 29, 30, 31 and SEPTEMBER 1, 1980 (Labor Day Weekend)

TENNIS TOURNAMENT

SWIMMING COMPETITION

for individual CHAMPIONSHIPS of USCAK
and trophies of the

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 1980
for INDIVIDUAL and TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS
UNA MEDALS ft TROPHIES
in the following events for males and females
8-Ю years of age

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, SOYUZIVKA,
SVOBODA, THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY, and the
sportsmanship Trophy of Mrs. MARY DUSHNYCK
Qualifications: This competition b open to any player
whose crab b a member of USCAK. - Singles matches are
scheduled in the followint division: Men, Women, Women (35 and
over). Junior Veto (35-44), Senior Men (45- and 55), Junior (Boys and
Girls).
Juniors are persons aged IS and under, while seniors are
those over 45 years of age.
Registration for tennis matches, including name, age,
division and the fee of S10.00 should be tend to:
SOYUZIVKA
c/o Mbs Anya Dydyk
Kerhonkson, N. Y. 1244a
Registrations should be received no later than August 22.
1980. No additional applications will be accepted before the
competitions, since the schedule or matches will be"worked out ahead
of time.
S C H E D U L E O F MATCHES:
FRIDAY. August 29. - Soyuzivka. 1:00 p.m. Men's pre
liminary round. Players who must compete in this round
will" be notified by the tournament committee by
Wednesday. August 27.
SATURDAY. August 30. - Soyuzivka. 8:30 a.m. - First round
junior girls (all age groups), junior vets, senior men. women and
women 35 and over. New Paltz. 8:30 a.m. Men's first round.
Soyuzivka. 10:30 a.m. Juniors (all age groups). New Paltz. 10:30
a.m. Men's consolation round. Soyuzivka. 3:30 p.m. Senior men
55 and over. Time and place of subsequent matches will be
designated by tournament director R. Rakotchyj. Sr.
Players in men's division, scheduled to compete Friday but
unable to arrive on this day, as well as losers in the prelimenary
round, can compete in the consolation round.
Because of limited time and the large number of entries,
players can compete in one group only they must indicate their
choice on the registration blank.
Players who fail to report for a scheduled match on time will be
defaulted.

25 m. free-style
50 m. free-Style

25 m. breast-stroke
4 x 25 free-style relay

11-12 yean of age
25 m. free-style
50 m. free-style
25 m. breast-stroke
4 X 25 m. free-style relay
13-14 years of age
50 m. free-style
100 m. free-style
50 ni. breast-stroke
100 m. individual medley
4 X 50 m. free-style relay
15 and over
50 m. free-style
100 m. free-style
50 m. breast-stroke
100 m. individual medley
4 X 50 m. medley relay
There will be no limit on the number of competitors in each
event. Swimmers can compete in no more than three individual
events and one relay.
Meet director Roman Slysh.
Registration, including name and address, club, event, age
and SI.50 fee per person, should be mailed to:
Dr ROMAN SLYSH
88 Boxwood Drive,
Henhey, Pa. 17033
Tel.: (717) 533-6091
Registration will also be accepted at poolside before the
meet at 9:30 a.m.

Reservations should be made individually by the competitors by writing to:
Soyuzivka, Ukrainian National Ass'n Estate. Kerhonkson, N. Y.12446; (914) 626-5641
REGISTRATION FORM
T E N N I S ONLY
Please cut out and send in with rcg. fee of SI0.00
Name:
Address:
Phone:
Date of birth:
Event - age group:
Sports club membership:
Check payable to: KLK. American Ukrainian Sports Club.
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ВІДКРИТТЯ ПАРАФІЯЛЬНОГО
СОБОРОВОГО ЦЕНТРУ - ПЕРШОЇ ФАЗИ
БУДОВИ УКРАЇНСЬКОГО КРАЙОВОГО
СОБОРУ У ВАШІНҐТОНІ В НЕДІЛЮ, 14-го
ВЕРЕСНЯ, 1980 Р.
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DEDICATION OF THE PARISH AND
SHRINE CENTER - FIRST PHASE OF
CONSTRUCTION OF THE UKRAINIAN
NATIONAL SHRINE IN WASHIGTON, D.C.
ON SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1980.
For this historic day we have invited our bishops from the

На цей історичний день ми запросини наших вла United States and Canada, and the President of the U.S.A.
дик Злучених Стейтів Америки і Канади та ПрезидентаJimmy Carter.
ЗСА Джіммі Картера.
THE SCHEDULE FOR THIS DAY:
ПОРЯДОК ДНЯ:
1) Процесія від семінарі са. ЙосаФата. год. 1:00 по пол
2) Вмурування наріжного каменя поблагословленого Папою
Іваном Павлом II, год. 1:30 по пол.
3) Божественна Лггургіясвслужа^ивішімивп^^
ПО пол.

4) Прийняття та оглядання Центру год. 4:00 по пол..
5) Розвагово-концертова програма год. 5:00 по пол.
Ми розіслали запрошення д о нашого духовенства (парафій),
сестер, гостей, та всіх жертводавців які своїми Пам'ятниками та
Меншими Пожертвами причинились д о будови нашого
Крайового Собору.
Якщо Ви бажали б взяти участь у цих торжествах, а не
одержали запрошення, то просимо повідомити парафіяльний
уряд до 28-го серпня 1980:
Fr. Stephen J. Shawel, CSS JR.
4817Blagden Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20011
Пресове звідомлення ч. 13, (від 1-го січня д о 31-го липня 1980).
For this historic day we have invited our bishops from
the United States and Canada, and the President of the
U S A . Jimmy Carter.
The schedule for this day:
1) Procession from St. Josaphat's Seminary 1:00 p.m.
2) Placing of the cornerstone blessed by Pope John Paul II
1:30 p.m.
3) Pontifical Divine Liturgy concelebrated by our bishops
2:00 p.m.
4) Reception and Open House 4:00 p.m.
5) Concert Entertainment program 3:00 p.m.
We have sent invitations toourclergy(parishes).sisters.
guests, and all our benefactors who have contributed
Memorials and Lesser Donations towards the building of
our National Shrine.
If anyone would wish to attend these celebrations and
has not received an invitation please notify the parish office
before August 28:
Fr. Stephen J. Shawel. C. SS. R.
4817 Blagden Ave. N. W.
Washington. D. C. 20011
MEMORIALS
S 31.500.00 (total) One Family. Toronto. Onatario.
Canada
7.800.00 (total) Stogryn. John A Anna. Richmond.
Va.
3.045.00 (total) Slobogin. Dietric. Philadelphia. Pa.
1.990.00 (tout) Michael Demczyk. Winnipeg. Mani
toba. Canada
1.500.00 Hlywa. Mary. Ansonia. Conn.
1.200.00 lwanycky, Roman A Lena. New York. N. Y.
1.000.00 Bakum. Ггепе. Irvrngton. N J .
t.000.00 Wizniak. Lucille. Paul A Edward. Miami.
Florida
1.000.00 Zaiwarnyckyj. Lcsia Mary. Youngstown, Ohio
600.00 (total) Hura. Yaroslaw, Bridgeport. Conn.
555.00 (total) Melnykovich, George A Oksana. Over
land Park. Kansas
50000 Gerun, Simon, Perth Amboy. N J .
500.00 Medwid, Mr. A Mrs. Mykola. Buffalo. N.Y.
400.00 (total) Anonymous. Willingboro. N J .
310.00 (total) Salak. Joseph Michael. St. Clair, Pa.
300.00 Barna. Anna. Bethlehem. Pa.
300.00 Bredin. Anastasia G. and Sons. Michael.
Gregory and their Families. Brooklyn. N.Y.
300.00 Rusyn, Stephen A Ethel. Northampton. Pa.
300.00 Sandrick, Louis. Garden City. Mich.
300.00 (total) Skopeck. Sr. Robert A Barbara Ann.
Cincinnati. Ohio
300.00 Stefahyshyn. Eugene A Olga. Philadelphia. Pa.
300.00 Czoliy. Dmytro A Melania. Astoria. Long
Island, N.Y.
300.00 Zadorecky. Bohdan A Iwanna, Parma, Ohio
LESSER DONATIONS
J 250.00 Mariyska Druzyna. Newark. N J .
250.00 (total) Voyevidka. Dr. Yaroslaw. Long
Island City, N.Y.
225.00 (total) Sfetz. Tanka, Clifton. N J .
200.00 Kodish. George A Anastasia. Cleveland.
Ohio
170.00 (total) Maslowsky, Sofia. Berne. N.Y.
150.00 Danko. Mr. A Mrs. Mychajlo. Parma.
Ohio
125.00 ( t o t a l ) H o m c n d a . Kathcrinc. Ford
City. Pa.
- 120.00 (total) Chopik. Maria. Philadelphia.
Pa.
120.00 (total) Muzyka. Pawlo A Ludwika.
Irvington, N J .
115.00 (tout) Woronka. Alex A Anastasia. Clifton.
NJ.
105.00 (total) Sachno, Dr. Roman, Richmond. Va L
100.00 Korzeniowski. Alexander A Irena. Philadel
phia. Pa.

1) Procession from St. Josaphat's Seminary 1:00 p.m.
2) Piecing of the cornerstone blessed by Pope John Paul II
1:30 p.m.
3) Pontifical Divine Liturgy concelebrated by our bishops
2:00 p.m. ``- .
^
4) Reception and Open House 4:00 p.m.
5) Concert Entertainment program 5:00 p.m.
We have sent invitations to our clergy (parishes), sisters,
guests, and all our benefactors who have contributed Memorials
and Lesser Donations towards the building of our National
Shrine.
If anyone would wish to attend these celebrations and has
not received an invitation please notify the parish office before
August 28, 1980:
`
Fr. Stephen J. Shawel, CSSJt.
4817Blagden Ave. N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20011
Press release No. 13 (from January 1 to July 31,1980) , .

100.00 Mudry. Rev. Fr. Lubomyr. Ozone Park. N.Y.
100.00 Muzychka. Jaroslaw A Larissa. Canton. Ohio
100.00 Poczynok. Nicholas A Ella and Children Peter
A Hanya, Jersey City, N J .
100.00 Saepic. Andrew. Cleveland, Ohio
100.00 Ukrainian Club of Richmond Virginia
100.00 Ukrainians of South Carolina. Charleston.
S.C.
100.00 Yakimow. Stanley. Lakewood. Ohio
55.00 Kmech, Rev. Fr.John,Chicago, Illinois
55.00 Zawemcha, Mary, Philadelphia, Pa.
'
50.00 Adamczak, Michael A Anna, Syracuse. N.Y.
50.00 (total) Iwanchuk. Stefan. Kent. Ohio
50.00 Arnold. Constanten A Stella, Eatontown, N J .
50.00 Lozinsky. Joseph and Family, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan
50.00 Perry, Marie, Cleveland, Ohio
50.00 Tywoniuk. Marika. Tpjonto. Ontario, Canada
50.6o.Yahas..Mary Teresa. FailsXhurch, Va.
40.00 Rogriguas, Kruig, Valentina A Augusto.
Porto, Cabello, Venezuela. S.A.
35.00 (total) Chlystun, Rev. Fr. Andrew, Philadel
phia, Pa.
30.00 (total) Pakush. Joseph, Roanoke, Va.
25.00 Sister Servants of Mary Immaculate. Vegreville. Alberta, Canada
25.00 Kostiw. Stella. Fresno. California
25.00 Slitor. Richard A Louise, Bethesda. Md.
25.00 Stefanyszyn, Maria, Philadelphia. Pa.
20.00 (total) Bachynsky. Maria A Oksana. Nutley.
NJ.
20.00 Hryndij. Mykola A Maria. Richmond, Va.
20.00 Kociuba. Taras A Anna, Sidney, Australia
20.00 Macalak. Osypa, Cleveland. Ohio
20.00 Nykolyshyn. Helen. Dayton. Ohio
20.00 Peltyszyn. Anna, Garfield, N J .
20.00 Rasiewicz, M., Los Angeles. California
20.00 Wasiw. Wasyl, Clifton. N J .
15.00 (tout) Kisil. Mary. Cleveland. Ohio
10.00 Dickens, Elizabeth. Tulsa, Okla.
10.00 Doroszczuk. Wasyl. N. Royalton. Ohio
10.00 Foremskyj, Michael A Yaroslawa, Parma.
Ohio
10.00 Karpinsky, Stan A Annie. Willowbrook.
Saskatchewan
10.00 Kruk. Fedosij A Maria. Porto Cabella. Vene
zuela. S.A.
10.00 Merkle. Stella. Bowie. Maryland
10.00 Trostianetsky. Rev. Deacon Jaroslaw. Los
Angeles. California
10.00 Yudisky. Olga. Shamokin. Pa.
10.00 Panasik. Paul. Fairview Park. Ohio
7.00 (totaTf Donnelly. Richard T.. Logansport.
Indiana
5.00 Dumiak. Mychajlo A Eva. Parma. Ohio
5.00 Garcia. Lino A Lois. Rockville. Md.
5.00 Whitney. Richard. Wood bridge. Va.
S 50.00 Prof. Lev. A Martha Shankowsky. Philadel
phia. Pa.
20.00 S ha ran Francisca and Family. Philadelphia.
Pa.
15.00 Korzeniowski. Mr. A Mrs. Bohdan. Philadel
phia. Pa.
10.00 Mitchell. Ann. Lansdowne. Pa.
10.00 Todoriw. Mr. A Mrs. Bohdan. Philadelphia.
Pa.
5.00 Fedoriw. Dr. A Mrs. Petro. Philadelphia. Pa.
5.00 McSwain. Mrs. and Family. Philadelphia. Pa.
S 100.00
100.00
50.00
40.00
35.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

Sokil. Natalie. Maplewood. N J .
Czich. Theodore. Maplewood. N J .
Basniak. Nestor A Irene. Maplewood. N J .
Pylypec. Myron A Pat. Silver Spring. Md.
Tymm. Julius A Anna Lucille. Hyattsvillc. Md.
Kloc. Olga and Halyna. Newark. N J .
Kolinsky. Paul A Julia. Newark. N J .
Kormcluk. Mykola A Maria. Silver Spring.
Md.

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
15.00

Bazarko. Nestor A Martha. Wheaton. Md.
Huralechko. I.iuba. Newark. N J .
Kolinsky. Roman. Newark. N J .
Kondrat. Stanislaw A Paulina. Avondalc, Md.
Paschyn. Bohdan A Kvitka. Silver Spring. Md.
Pryshliak. Yaroslav, Montreal. Que., Canada
Friends. Dept. of Labor. Washington. D.C.
Diachok. Theodosius A Stephanie. Takoma
Park. Md.
15.00 Safata. Mykola. Philadelphia. Pa.
10.00 Slota, Anton A Mychajlina. Avondalc. Md.
5.00 Bachynsky. Wira, Olney, Md.
Blethen. Floyd A Olga. Fairfax. Va.
Dubik. Mike A Mary, Brenlwood. Md;
Vitkovitsky. Irene. Washington. D.C.
MEMORIALS

S 1.000.00 Fidorack, Michael A Ruth; Korostynsky. John;
Perih. Ivan A Eugenia; Rybak. Michael A Ann;
Rybak, lliam A Louise; Szczubctiuk. Vladimir A
Maria; The Hanusych. Kovacs and Sawruk
Families; Zagwoski. Wolodymyr A Kathcrinc 500.00 Noe.
Ernest A Theresa
300.00 Cchelsky. Jurij A Nadia; Cehebky. Yaroslaw A
Olha; Chomyn, Basil A Helen; Kacapyr. Vasyl A
Lulia; Karmazyn. Volodymyr Rev.: Korczewyj. Nes
tor A Maria; Mychajliw, BohdannaA Ewhen; Solotwa
Family; Walchonski, Charles A Anna N.
LESSER DONATIONS
200.00 Wichot. Elko A Mary
100.00 Bednarchek. Joseph A Ethel; Onesky. Michael A
Anne
50.00 Dravuschak. Michael A Claudette; Mischak.
Michael
30.00 Jadlowsky. John
25.00 Gonta. Eugene: Paraszczak. Wasyl A Ann
20.00 Hetmanik. Магу
і
15.00 Mitch, Stephen A Colette
5.00 Walchonski. Anna; Yaremko. Mykola
TOTAL:
15 Memorials
11 Lesser Donations

S 8.900.00
585.00

26

S 9.485.00
MEMORIALS

S 1.000.00 Petrycia, Justyna and James A Jerry, Starejki.
Ivan A Olha
500.00 Holod. Stefan A Iryna
300.00 Bclzcckyj. Michael A Mary. Bilynsky, Alexander A
Stephania; Gcletkanycz. Andrij A Osypa; Goida,
Frank A Kathryn; Cud/. Dmytro A Anastasia; Нга–
bec. Rev. Vladimir; Onusconich. Michael A Julia;
Petrovsky. Stefan A Olga; Werbowskyj. Wolodymyr,
Wockrin. Ivan A Anna; Putko. Michael A Catherine
LESSER DONATIONS
S 100.00 Gelctkanycz. Roman A Halyna
100.00 Gclctkanyc/. Roman A Halyna
50.00 Wus. Ivan A Kateryna
25.00 G o l d / . Mychajlo A Stephania
10.00 Fekula. Sonia A Mary
5.00 Kacapyr. Stefan A Maria
TOTAL:
14 Memorials
5 Lesser Donations

S 5.800.00
190.00

19

S 5.990.00
(Continued on page 15)
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MEMORIALS

S 300.00 Husack. Andrew 4 George: Mcdynski. John 4
Olga
, LESSER DONATIONS
S 25.00 Mooney. Bernard 4 Catherine: Rcbcr, Howard
G. 4 Anna M.; Taschier. Robrt. A Магу K : Wyniowskyj. Zcnowij A Natalie
20.00 Chomyn. Michael: Kira. Petro A Kaicryna; Sclinsky. Steve A Anne
10.00 Uranat. Olexa 4 Emilia: Klus. Stella; Kost. Michael
A Theresa: Marino. Eva
5.00 Milkovich. Stephen A Helen; Pachorkowsky. Joe A
Dorothy; Rodngues. Manicl A Fannie; Steinmetz.
William A Helen
3.00 Steinmetz. Paul A Anna
2.00 Die/. Anna: Zellner. Fred A Olga
1.00 Yonosh. Michael
TOTAL:
2 Memoriab
19 Lesser Donations

S 600.00
228.00

21..,

S 828.00
MEMORIALS

S 1.005.00 Trusch. Ivan A Maria
1.000.00 Chrin. Charles A Ninfa; Rudawsky. Kataryn A
Nicholas: Terleski, Steve. Jr.
54X00 Bodnarsky. Wasyl A Anna
500.00 Sawchuck. Raymond A Gladys
310.00 Trusch. Alex 4 Stephanie
300.00 Borou. Basil Д DorothyT` Frank. Wasyl A Maria;
Kolodrub. Stephen A Mary; Kolut, Ilko 4 katherine;
Sawchuk. Mary: Sawchuck. Theodore; The Hrynkiw
Family: Veresink. Dimotro A Anna
LESSER DONATIONS
S 100.00 Karlock. John 4 Anna; Terleski. Helen
50.00 Drozd. John A Anne: Hryrnack, Michael A Mary:
Lubosky, John A Frieda
20.00 Kohut. Wasyl 4 Marian; Terleski. Stephen 4 Agnes;
Zalyba. Petro 4 Irena
5.00 Dowbeniuk, Horpyna; Sawchuk. Anna
1.00 Anonymous
TOTAL:
15 Memorials
11 Lesser Donations

S 7.757.00
421.00

26

S 8,178.00
MEMORIALS

S 3.000.00 Posikira. Rudolph 4 sisters Nellie 4 Mary
2.000.00 Pastore. Stephanie-C/epak
1.000.00 Czepak. Andrew; Kosciw. Stefan: Krawczuk,
Sophia і
300.00 Chorney. Dimitri 4 Kathryn; Halas. Stephen 4
Julia; Mudryk. Douglas 4 Helen: Powroznyk. Helen;
Wasko. Anne 4 Olga

300.00 Apostlcship of Prayer; Billas. Michael 4 Eleanorc:
Budnick, Catherine; Charkaway, Mary: Demcher,
Peter 4 Helen; Dronick, George Jr. 4 Mother Anna:
Evans. Eva: Glovich. Michael 4 Rose and Joseph 4
Marguerite; Hardock. Anna 4 Julia; Hardock. John
4 Son John: Hardock, Julia W. and Sons John 4
Dennis; Hashin. Michael E. 4 Harriet 4 Kimberly 4
Michael; H o l l e y , Edward 4 Mary; Kost,
Helen: Kramer, John: Kruchinsky, Tessie; Kruel,
Stiney 4 Rita; Kuplcavage, Anthony 4 Helen;
Ladies Sodality of St. Nicholas: Makara. Michael 4
Helen: Mitchell, Anna; Petruncio, John 4 Mary,
Polatz, Julia; Ritsko 4 Melnick Families; Samilo,
Michael 4 Anna; Sternick, John 4 Irene; Temowchek. Samuel 4 Anna: Trianosky, Rose; Warischalk,
Michael 4 Sophie; Yourchak, Ealter 4 Lenora 4
Steve: Zcbron. Sister Martiana
LESSER DONATIONS
S 120.00 Gogno. Joe 4 Mary
100.00 Berctsky, Alvin;.Gontarchick, Michael 4 Stella;
Makara. Andrew 4 Mary; Samilo, Stephen 4
Veronica: Wernosky, Andrew 4 Mary
50.00 Gontarchick. Theodore 4 Helen; Homick, Steve 4
Anna
30.00 Homage. Andrew 4 Betty; Meyers, Mary
25.00 Demcher. Harry 4 Marie; Gontarchick, Bernard:
Lesko. Joe 4 Helen; Mahaichick, Michael 4 Conchctta; Music Andrew 4 Mary; Warischalk, Peter 4
Kathryn
20.00 Gaburick. Kathryn: Horoschak. Russell 4 Helen;
Laychock. Anna: Loyco, Anna; Statue, Wassil;
Turnitsa. Anna
10.00 Charkaway, Tessie; Dronick, Anna; Hume, Julia;
Laychock, John 4 Justine; Motka, Anna; Pollog,
Andrew 4 Ann
5.00 Baruka, Peter, McShaw. George 4 Catherine
S 19,205.00
1,130.00

73

S 20,335.00
MEMORIALS

S 3 0 0 . 0 0 Drusjack, Mary; H r o m y a k . Mary and
Daughters Martha Hromyak 4 Helen Walcavage:
Orlosky. Mary; Starr, Raymond 4 Alice; The Palko
Family j Michael 4 Anna; Mary 4 Christine; Theo
dore; Peter. Russell: Zcmbas, Edward
LESSER DONATIONS

22

!

S 9.695.00
MEMORIALS

S 1.060.00 Fedanko. Antin and Jewczuk. Stephania
1.005.00 Kowaliw. Walter. Sr. 4 Anna
1.000.00 Czebiniak. Michael 4 Olha 4 Family; Junko.
Dmytro 4 Anna; Litwak. Matthew J. 4 Christine;
Melnyk. Michajlo 4 Paraskevia; Zdeb. Eugene 4
Maria
500.00 Kariam. John 4 Marie
310.00 Kecman. Dmytro
300.00 Charnctsky. Peter 4 Kathryn; Damczuk. Joseph 4
Pelahia; Diachuk. George 4 Anna; Kokorudz.
Dr. Wolodymyr 4 Melania; Szmyrko. Wolodymyr 4
У^—Maria;
Woytew. Wasyl 4 Olga
LESSER DONATIONS

TOTAL:
6 Memorials
4 Lesser Donations

S 1.800.00
225.00

10

S 2.025.00

15 Memorials
II Lesser Donations
26

і 40.000.00 From the Estate of the Deceased Michial
Cherveniak
1.000.00 Hryniuk. Msgr. Stephen: Kutsop. Family, Lesnefsky, Frank 4 Susan; Ponzely, Myron. Mary Ann 4
Karen: Stead. Donald 4 Helen
300.00 Baranick. Catherine; Kirtack. Helen; Kushner,
Michael; Sefcik. George 4 Mary
LESSER DONATIONS
і 100.00 Barnick, Andrew 4 Carol
50.00 Sereditch. John G.
40.00 Simonik. Mary
25.00 Kollar. Andrew 4 Helen; Tedesco, Frances
20.00 Hasley. Thomas 4 Mary; Sereditch. Metro A
Catherine
10.00 Begey. Alex 4 Olga; Romanovich Family; Sere
ditch, George 4 Helen
5.00 Gray. Olga R.: Havran. Theodore 4 Cecilia, Havran.
Mary^ Marusnock, Mary; Turhan, Mary, Anony
mous
3.00 Anonymous
1.00 Guman. George 4 Helen
TOTAL:
10 Memorials
18 Lesser Donations

S 46,200.00
344.00

28

S 46.544.00
MEMORIALS

і 1.000.00 Anonymous; Barankawicz. Myron 4 Anna,
Fry/. Volodymyr 4 Julian; Kruk, Milton 4 Stephania,
Lotosky. William 4 Rose" M u c Michael 4 June;
Rubel. Jaroslaw 4 Slawa; Solowsky. Harry 4 Helen;
Tychnowitz. Stephen 4 Susan: Winiaski.
Angela: Wrubel, Alexander M. 4 Patricia; Wrubel.
Joseph 4 Katherine
300.00 Gardner. Leonid 4 Alexandra: Masny. Stefan 4
Paraskcwa; Namisniak. William 4 Jean D.
LESSER DONATIONS

195.00

MEMORIALS
S 1.000.00 Hashin. Michael 4 Mamie; Kerick. George:
Kochubka. Michael 4 Szilier. Helen; Pcllish, Anna 4
Sons; St. Nicholas Holy Name Society. St. Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic Parish. Minersville. Pa.; Smilko.
Michael 4
A n n a ; S t c v e n s k y . Rev. J o h n
P.: Anonymous
505.00 Hutsko. Marie
400.00 Burke. Frances and Cutler. Michael 4 Kathryn

TOTAL:
10 Memoriab..`.
12 Lesser Donations

S 4,500.00
135.00

22

S 4,635.00
MEMORIALS

S 2,000.00 Chudoba, Andrew and Michael; Kulka, James
4 Rosaline
1,000.00 Buletza, Paul 4 Gail; Fisanick, Rev. Nicholas B.;
KIos, Eugene 4 Helen: Marin, Oscar 4 Rosalie;
Sawka, Wasyl 4 Patricia
300.00 Gordijchuk Petro 4 Maria; Szumylo, Dmytro

S 50.00 Chudoba, Michael J.
35.00 Siomko, William
20.00 Chudoba, Mary; Marycz, Petro 4 Tatiana; Sharamanda, John 4 Natalie
ZOO Zahorcak, Susan
TOTAL
9 Memoriab
6 Lesser Donations

S 9,600.00
147.00

15

S 9,747.00
MEMORIAL

MEMORIALS
S 2.5O0.00 Litwak, Mary
1,000.00 Wanyo, Helen and Daughter Beatrice
300.00 Chismar, Joseph 4 Helen: Sabowski and Zelasko
Families
LESSER DONATIONS
S 25.00 Halchak, John 4 Rose; Solitishick, Anna; Yarrish, John 4 Eva
20.00 Barna, Michael 4 Anna; Katsaba, John 4 Helen;
Luzetski, Walter 4 Grace
13.00 Anonymous
10.00 Anonymous; Dickson, Albert 4 Helen; Ketkin,
John; Lazar, Peter 4 Madalyn; Luzctsky, Steve 4
Mary
5.00 Bizup, Andrew 4 Anna; Blishak, John 4 Anne;
Dubee, Michael 4 Julia; Hornack, Nick 4 Marilyn;
Jamula, Andrew 4 Dorothy; Kacbmarsky, Dennis 4
Mary Kartachak, Mary; Kopiak, Alex Sr. 4 Pauline;
Kosloski, Helen; Mahally, Harold 4 Natalie; Maksimik, Mary; Micklo, Pauline; Murphy, Helen; Pengitore, Lou 4 Rosemarie; Sabowski, Joseph 4 Nellie;
Wolensky, Anna H.; Wolensky, Joseph 4 Mary;
Wolensky, Leonard; Wroblewski, Walter 4 Barbara;
Zablotney, Peter Sr. 4 Stella
4.00 Anonymous
3.00 Gripp, Michael 4 Julie; Luzetsky, Patricia; Ostapiw,
Metro 4 Mary
2.00 Duffy, Mary; Hollock, Helen; Jurista, Mary; Kowalchik, Michael 4 Eleanor; Lulo, Alex and Katherine;
Orrson, Joseph Sr. 4 Anna; Stefuryn, Wasyl 4 Gisela;
Wolensky, Stephen 4 Anne
1.00 Anonymous; Butch, Paul 4 Mary; Yarrish, William
4 Mary
TOTAL
4 Memorials
47 Lesser Donations

S 4,100.00
329.00

51

S 4,429.00

S 1.000.00 Polk, John 4 Catherine
500.00 Sterniuk, Rev. Myron
300.00 Nagorski, Frank

S 9-675.00

5 9.870.00

LESSER DONATIONS
S 25.00 Cekot, Wasyl 4 Sophia
20.00 Fuga, Peter ft Kateryna; Korobij, Mychajlo 4
Justyna
15.00 Lazar, Stanley 4 Maria
10.00 Buczko, Mykola 4 Maria; Diakun, Warier 4 Helen:
Hretzek, Metro 4 Frances; Rogala, Joseph 4 Anna
5.00 Fuga, John 4 Maria; Kopack, Metro 4 Sophia
3.00 Titamch, Anne
2.00 Omelko. William 4 Lucy

MEMORIALS
Mykitschak. Mykola 4 Anastazia

I 100.00 Melen. Anna
25.00 Zobniw. Lubomyr 4 Maria
20.00 Wancowiat. John 4 Kathy
10.00 Jaremtschuk. Dmytro 4 Anna; Potochmak, Paul 4
'.
Mary: Kraynyk. Michael 4 Maria; Turko. Frank W.;
Zacharkiw, Michaylo 4 Rosalia
5.00 Fedankiw. Anna; Iwanonko,Wasyl 4 Irena; Zebeniak, Michael 4 Olga; Zobniw. Swiatoslaw 4 Joanna

MEMORIALS
S 1,000.00 Poloway, Michael 4 Martha; Ochrymowicz,
Sophia
400.00 Martyniak Stepan 4 Maria
300.00 Melnyk, Stefan 4 Maria; Mychalus, Walter; Kolubinsky, Wolodymyr 4 Doreen; Polowyj,John4Brunhilde; Siomko, Alexander, 4 Selena; Wijtyk, Ivan 4
Maria; Zguta, Stephen 4 Paulina

S 300.00 Fasolak, Walter

S 150.00 Nazar. Frank 4 Mry A. and Patricia 4 John
30.00 Koreisl. Martha
25.00 Palko. Michael Jr. 4 Hildegarde and Family
20.00 Boran. Sue

MEMORIALS

S 9.200.00
495.00

Л

LESSER DONATIONS
TOTAL:
42 Memorials
31 Lesser Donations

LESSER DONATIONS
S 100.00 Binkowski. V. Rev. George; Iwanyna. Paul;
Jaworsky. John 4 Olga: Makar. Iwan 4 Olha; Shewchuk.Tckla; Zarycky. Dr. Myron L. 4 Yaroslawa
50.00 DcBaylo. Paul 4 Mary
30.00 Kunka. Mr. 4 Mrs.; Sluzala. W.A.
25.00 Dobry. John 4 Sophia '
20.00 Bihun. Michael 4 Oksana; Hulak. Mary; Koruc,
Peter 4 Sophia' Kraynik. Stanislaw
4
Janinu; l.cschuk. Michael: Mikiten. Peter 4 Theresa
10.00 Podusowsky, John 4 Olga: Rybak. Helen; Zerucha.
Olga 4 Ivan
5.00 Hulak. Alexander 4 Julia
TOTAL:
9 Memorials
13 Lesser Donations

SUNDAY, AUGUST 17, 1980

S 110.00 Soika. Joseph 4 Anna
25.00 Tychnowitz, Andrew 4 Alexandra; Tychnowitz.
Walter 4 Nancy; Wolynetz. Wladimir 4 Mary
20.00 Taranko. Wladimir 4 Marie
10.00 Murphy. Emmett 4 Katherine
TOTAL:
16 Memorials
6 Lesser Donations

S 14.900 00
215.00

22

S 15.115.00

LESSER DONATIONS
S 120.50 Anonymous (collection)
100.00 Paulik, Anna and Son Bro. Augustine OFM; Phil
lips, Peter 4 Anna; Phillips, Frank and John
25.00 Dubik, John 4 Dolores
20.00 Vermeda, Mary
15.00 Shimko, George
10.00 Belansek, Margaret; Beshada, Andrew 4 Anna;
Bigus, Michael 4 Rose; Cmiel, Stanley 4 Anne;
Hubiack, Michael 4 Louise; Mangan, Katherine;
Kochevar, Stanley 4 Anna; Tymczyn, Michael P. 4
Helen
6.00 Oakley, Robert 4 Bemardine
5.00 Anonymous; Bankowski, Julia: Baretsky, Michael;
Beshada, Helen; Bromack, Ella and Stephen; Czop,
Wesley, Daniels, Mary, Dubinski. John 4 Mary,
Glogowski, Nicholas; Gula, John 4 Vema; Hasiak,
Michael; Horosko. John 4 Leslie; Jones, Anna;
Kasenchak, Mary, Klem,. John 4 Anna; Koliga,
Mary, Konbroski, Anna; Kopacz, John 4 Theodosta;
(Continued on page 16)
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SUNDAY. AUGUST 17. 1980

Mr. Reagan's advisers are subjected to
the speculation. The UCCA president is
of
Central
and
Eastern
Europe
in
their
' Confusion in the scheduling of
mentioned in the scope of a narrow
Republican Party platform hearings in hope to achieve self-determination."On interpretation. For instance, the report
Detroit did not prevent a captive human rights: "We reaffirm our com- er states. "There are throwbacks to the
nations plank from being included in mitment to press the Soviet Union to 1950s era of pleading the cause of
the GOP Platform. Also, a human implement the United Nations Declara Eastern Europe's 'captive natk)rts"(Lev
rights plank was incorporated. The tion on Human Rights and the Helsinki Dobriansky of Georgetown Univer
UCCA president was prepared to testify agreements..." The planks may not be as sity). From this one would think there
personally, but an agreement on time accurate as they should be. but they are
are no more captive nations in the 80s.
was delayed to the last impractical in the right direction.
moment. Other routes via memoranda
" In the July 12 issue of The Wash The UCCA president capitalized on this
were utilized to advance strong planks ington Post an article by John M. in a speech at the Detroit Captive
on these two issues. On captive nations, Goshko projects a wondering theme in Nations Observance. Further, timely
it is pledged "continued support for the the "World Speculates on Nature of a use of this will be made in the months
people of Cuba and the captive nations Reagan Foreign Policy." A number of ahead.
v^.

UCCA Washington news

(Continued from page 15)
Kotyk, George 4 Julia; Koval, John A Anne; Kowalick. Pnscilla: Kurach. Walter 4 Mary. Mc Dermott.
Mary, Mete. Roceo 4 Kay: Merge Anna: Morrissey.
Helen: Rudeski. Wasyl A Anna; Salonski. Julia;
Smiga. John Jr.; Wargo. Joseph J. A Mildred: Winsock. Donald A Donna
3.00 В о ш к у . Mary: Dubick. Dorothy. Ferkel, Albert A
Catherine
2.00 Bedosky. Waller A Dorothy: Beshada. Mary.
Bromack. John: Dubick. Nicholas: Dubki. Stanley A
Catherine: Hrichisin, Michael A Catherine: Hvizdos.
Martha and Hazel: Jones. Ariene; Lobda. Michael:
Mittrick. Anna: Roman. Helen: Rusenko. Anna:
Spok. Stephen A Irene. Strumski. Mary. Torma. Ella
and Margaret
1.00 A n o n y m o u s : Brozena. Kay: Burdulis, Mary;
Kotelko. Anna; Patrylak, Peter A Mary; Roberts.
Mary; Vanjuba. Anna; Zioroek. Helen
TOTAL:
3 Memorials
72 Lesser Donations

S 1,800.00
766.50

75

S 2.566.50
MEMORIALS

S 1.000.00 Iwaniw. Anna and Daughters, Anna A
Stephania
325.00 Iwasczyszyn, Barbara
300.00 Moreau. Tillie; Popowich, William and Michael;
Waslasky. John A Mary
LESSER DONATIONS
S 100.00 Howresko. Martha: Rebarchak. Carl A Mary
25.00 Rosengrant, Chester A Christine
20.00 Adamovich, Helen: Bonk, Tecla; Waslasky. Mary
10.00 Lawryk. Stephen; Turchyn. Martha; Waligun.
Wasyl A Mary; Washney, Mary
6.00 Dybach. John A Theresa
5.00 Dobranski, John A Magdalene; Dybach, Michael A
Sophia: Elko. John A Helen; Fedas, Ann and Mary,
Finiak, Michael; Motovidlak. Frank A Anna
TOTAL:
5 Memorials
17 Lesser Donations

і 2,225.00
361.00

22

S 2486.00
MEMORIALS

S 8.540.00 Skaskiw, Rev. Bohdan A Myroslava, and
Euhenia
1,000.00 Balaban,WolodymyrAHalyna; Drapak, William
A Joan; Geba, John A Elizabeth
LESSER DONATIONS
S 200.00 Anonymous
100.00 Gawur, Jaroslaw A Rosalia
50.00 Pleskun, Andrew A Maria
25.00 Peter Kashuba Family, and Mother Mary
20.00 Gavur. Andrew A Tillie; Kleparczuk, Rev. Stephen;
Anonymous
10.00 Iris, Michael A Maria; Pajkusz, Rev. Ivan A Helen
TOTAL
4 Memorials
V Lesser Donations

j 11.540.00
455.00

ІЗ

S 11.995.00

MEMORIALS
S 300.00 Yancbek. Joseph A Justine
LESSER DONATIONS
і 50.00 Yakowenko. Eva
23.00 Evancho, Mary
20.00 Revak, Basil A Helen; Semeniuk. Mrs. John;
Zwanch, Anna
10.00" Hodorawis' Mrs. Frank; Lutchko, Anna; Sopko,
Julia; Werwinski, Christine; Willchock, Paul:
Withka, Anna
5.00 Dribnak, Mary; Lazar. Anna; Mozeliak, Julia;
Premock, Anna; Shaggy. Anna; Tokarczyk, Jacob A
Christine; Tysko, Kaihryn; Withka, Martha; Withka,
Mary, Wowk, Russell A Olga
2.00 Piatak. Anna
TOTAL:
J . Memorial
22-lesser Donations

J 30O.OO
247.00

2J

S 547.00
MEMORIALS

iul,OOO.OO Damiter. Andrew A Anna; Kawuia. Mary and
T p G o g o l a , Anna; Postupack. Steve A Nancy

500.00 Levytsky. Rev. Bohdan 4 Sophia
300.00 Bremer. Cecilia: Chevinsky. Mary, Fedorchak.
Rose; Fignar. Atty. Eugene A Rosemary; Gorski,
Floyd A Anna: Krill, Mary and Mezlo, Martha:
Ma.M-hack. Andrew 4 Rose: Maschack. Fred 4
Man,: Slovik. Adolph 4 Helen: Slovik. Adolph 4
Helen: Soroskv.-John 4 Mary Ann: Student. M a n :
Walck. Esther.

LESSER DONATIONS
S 100.00 Dallegro. Justin 4 Elizabeth
30.00 Post. Helen and Daughter
25.00 Anonymous
20.00 Postupack. Wassil 4 Mary
10.00 Galik. Mary; Gronsky. Leo; Krill, John B. 4 Kath
leen; Postupack. A n d r e w 4 Mary: Skripnck. Michael
4 Anna: Tomashosky. George
5.00 Midosc. Stanley 4 Mary; Sirkot, Edward; Soper,
Antoinette and Son John; Soper, John 4 Susan;
Tihansky. Joseph 4 Mary; Yaworsky, Russell 4
Mildred; Sabolish. Julia

' Some 4,000 people participated in
the Detroit Captive Nations Week
assembly and parade. Bohdan Fedorak
and his committee have earned max
imum plaudits. Michael and Maureen
Reagan spoke at the event. Frank Stella,
prominent Detroit citizen, also spoke
and contributed to the success of the
event. The UCCA president gave a
substantive message on the present
meaning of the week. The media cov
erage was impressive — photo and
article accounts in The Detroit News.
CBS and ABC-TV locally, NBC-TV
nationally, and internationally in Irish
and other press accounts.

3.00 Bakersky. Eunice
1.00 Gronsky, John 4 Theresa
TOTAL:
17 Memorials
17 Lesser Donations

S 7.400.00
274.00

34

S 7.674Л0

Щиро сердечно дюсуемо всім за Ваші щедрі Памхтннхн
і Менші Пожертви на будову Українського Крайового
Собору у Вашінгтоні. Нехай Л а г а м и Господь вина
городить Вас в сотеро. На случай югоісь помилки про
симо зараз повідомити про це Директора Кампанії о.
Иоснфа Денншука ЧНІ у Вашінгтоні
We thank you all sincerely for your generous Memorials
and Lesser Donations for the building of our Ukrainian
National Shrine in Washington, D.C. May the Good Lord
reward you a hundredfold. In case of any error please
notify the Campaign Director Rev. Joseph Denischuk,
C.SS.R., 4817 Blagden Ave. N.W. Washington, D.C.
20011. Telephone (202) 882-8351.

MEMORIAL FUND RAISING CAMPAIGN
FOR THE BUILDING OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL SHRINE IN WASHINGTON, D.C
JKRAIMAN CATHOLIC PARISHES VISITED BY CAMPAIGN DIRECTOR. FR. J DENISCHUK C

Locations
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10, 15 78
10.22 78
II 5,78
II 12 78
II 19,78
11/26/78
12, 3,78
12/10/78
1/21/79

Richmond. Va.
Elizabeth. N. J.
Carteret. N. J.
Perth Amboy. N.J.
Newark, N, J.
Passaic, N. J.
Jersey City. N. J.
Bayonne.N. J.
Hillside. N. J.

10) 1,28/79
11) 1/28/79

Whippany. N. J.
Ramsey, N. J.

12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Manville, N. J.
Trenton. N. J.
Milleville, N. J.
Woodbine, N. J.
Philadelphia. Pa.

2/ 4/79
2/11/79
2 18/79
2,18/79
2/25/79

17) 3, 4/79
18) 3/11,79
19) 3/18/79
20) 3,25,79
21) 4, 1,79
22) 4 29,79
23) 5, 6,79
24) 5,20/79
25) 5,27,79
26) 6. 3/79
27) 6. 3,79
28) 6, 10 79
29) 6 24 79
30) 9 9 79
31) 9 16 79
32) 9, 23 79
33) 9,30,79
34) 10;14; 79
35) 10, 14, 79
ty10/21/79
37)10/21/79
38)10/28,79
39)11, 4/79
40)11, 11/79
41)11 18,79
42)11,25/79
43)12, 2,79
44)12, 9,79
45) 2, 3.80
46) 2,10 80

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Bridgeport. Pa.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Chester, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
Bristol, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wilmington, Del.
Chesapeake City, Md.
Curtis Bay. Md.
Toronto, Ontario
Berwick, Pa.
Frackville. Pa.
Shamokin, Pa.
Northampton, Pa.
Shenandoah, Pa.
Mahanoy City, Pa.
St. Clair. Pa.
St. Clair. Pa.
Centralia. Pa.
Clifton Heights, Pa.
Mount Caraiel, Pa.
Parma, Ohio
Parma. Ohio
Cleveland. Ohio
E. Side Cleveland
Bethlehem. Pa.
Allentown. Pa.

47) 2, 17/80
Palmerton. Pa.
48) 2,24,80
W. Easton. Pa.
49) 3, 2/80
Brooklyn. N. Y.
50) 3/ 9 80
Johnson City. N. Y/
51) 3, 16.80
Minersvillc. Pa.
52) 3 16 80
Middlepon. Pa.
53) 3/23,80
Olyphant. Pa.
54) 3 30 80
Fresh Meadows. N. Y.
55) 4 20 80
Phoenixville. Pa.
56) 4 27 80
Lansdale. Pa.
57) 4 27, 80
Quakcrtown. Pa.
58) 5 4 80
Edwardsvillc. Pa.
59) 5, 4 80
Plymouth, Pa.
60) 5 11,80
Wilkcs Barre. Pa.
61) 5 25,80
Glen Spey. N. Y.
62) 6 8/80
Simpson. Pa.
63) 6 15 80
McAdoo. Pa.
TOTAL FROM 63 U K R A I N I A N C A T H O I
AS Oh JULY 31.1980

Parishes
St. John the Baptist
St. Vladimir
St. Mary
Assumption of B. V. Mary
St. John the Baptist
St. Nicholas
SS. Peter and Paul
Assumption of B. V. Mary
Immaculate Conception
of B. V. Mary
St. John the Baptist
St. Paul
St. Michael
St. Josaphat
St. Nicholas
St. Nicholas
Immaculate Conception of
B. V. Mary Cathedral
Annunciation of B. V. Mary
Christ the King
SS. Peter and Paul
St. Josaphat
St. John the Baptist
Holy Ghost
St. Michael
Patronage of B. V. Mary
Nativity of B. V. Mary
St. Nicholas
St. Basil
SS. Peter and Paul
Holy Eucharist
SS. Cyril and Methodius
St. Michael
Holy Transfiguration
St. John the Baptist
St. Michael
St. Nicholas
Holy Trinity
St. Nicholas
Assumption of B. V. Mary
SS. Peter and Paul
SS. Peter and Paul
St. Andrew
St. Josaphat
SS. Peter and Paul
Patronage of B. V. Mary
St. Josaphat
Immaculate Conception
of B. V. Mary
St. Vladimir
Holy Ghost
Holy Ghost
Sacred Heart of Jesus
St. Nicholas
Nativity of B. V. Mary
SS. Cyril and Methodius
Annunciation of B. V. Mary
SS. Peter and Paul
Presentation of Our Lord
St. Basil
St. Vladimir
SS. Peter and Paul
SS. Peter and Paul
St. Volodymyr
SS. Peter and Paul
Patronage of B. V. Mary
IC PARISHES

TOTAL FROM HOLY FAMILY UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC PARISH
IN WASHINGTON. D. C.`. AS OF JULY 31.1980

Memorials
Totals
L. Donations
8
8 S 21.275.00
32
183
24,069.00
58
6.767.00
HI
22,050.00
180
39,679.00
39
7,110.00
54
26,710.00
25
3.878.00

8
6
8
2

27
21

5.821.00
10.236.00
1,130.00

19
19
7
6

11,917.00
5,125.00
2.505.00
740.00

50
II
94
24
38
44
22
29
3
2
17
8
19
2
30
32
57
232
15
17
18
37
12
21
15
12
37
35

18,027.00
9,885.00
18,076.00
9.217.00
13,247.00
15,983.00
11.010.00
7,190.00
2,020.00
2.700.00
7,743.00
3.565.00
1.268.00
8,148.00
4,351.00
3.589.00
10.738.00
9,464.00
2.460.00
482.00
4,973.00
6,021.00
15472.00
8,855.00
1,981.00
14,645.00
34.500.00
3.571.00
1.940.00
12.145.00
3,990.00
828.00
8.178.00
10.390.00
9390.00
20.335.00
2.025.00
46.544.00
15.115.00
4.635.00
9.747.00
300.00
4.429.00
2,566.50
2.586.00
11.995.00
547.00
7,674.00

.739

2044 S 616.152.50
70 J 670.574.00

